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Must -Reading since 1930-Sylvania News
Sylvania and its distributors have long known that it pays to keep their customers informed.
That's why 35,000 Dealers today receive, read and depend on Sylvania News for useful information. Now in its 35th year of continuous publication, the News is still one of the most
important dealer publications in the industry. Dealers aren't the only ones who read Sylvania
News-it also serves some 70,000 distributors, engineers and technical service men. Are you
getting your copy? It's free. You can request it by asking your Sylvania distributor or dropping
a line to: Editor, Sylvania News, 1100 Main Street, Buffalo, N. Y. 14209.
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T RMV

0015

1 CS

1-

GMV

R17

R23
6.2K

R26

5

I CIO"' OM
0062

V2
DET

4CS6v

r p 3i

I_
6-4911140

0,31

470
20%

R7

2

OD

39K

RI3

L3

R15

T

Cii

PRIVATE LISTENING JAG,

a

ei

OK

C16

4000T

01

1.0

1

115

1

CI9
0082

4-

VERT OSC

V6

330

LI

1/2 17JIII

047
400V

C30

!VI

66K

22

470/

R29

2

or

2

1/2 60148

05

SIr

r-
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5

05
110148

03
5

10.118

07
21005
I

My

x.047

20%

66

F.C. R55

1611

C44A
+1450

24010
200V

I

1

l'AC:+05

6e0g

1

oA

330

L10

-12000
C44C

0._ 50

m26...-

SILICON
RECT
D3

FI

4.71AEG

R5

6R6300K

MI6

00

13)

1iRI2

FOCUS 101000

'G.,
-

c29

ma

43 re

-600 1 R46
i,
k

60
10%

TUNER

MU

FUvISTOR

1

22

R45

.5%

=

1.31

T 5%
=

1C28
54

2000 -

14011F

016 volts p/p, 15, 750 c. p. s.

911 7W

DROPPING

FILAMENT

C2A

'470 =

6801

c47

3 3 MEG

20%

R54

C43

6000

22

C46

ON -OFF SW

1500

6000

mosg-1
Li4

,,,,,

IF

1ST

47.25 74 .f.. -z...
'

TOY

NOTE'
DOTTED LINE INDICATES
II PRINTED BOARD SIDE
OF TERMINAL LUG

AGC

6110

1L15

AOC

-

1C42

1

F-1.1
.47.25

TUNER

0120 I

1500

FRONT
CONTROL
BRACKET

HANDLE
BRACKET

60,3,

AC

120V

L9

-

C2?

I

ii...wie

IF I.
LINK

00,,,,,,,,

TRAP MODULE
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060 volts p/p, 15. 750 c. p. s.

025 volts p/p,

015 volts pip, 15, 750 c. p. s.

/d

060 volts p/p, 60 c. p. s.

0 60 volts p/p, 60 c. p. s.

0 50 volts p/p, 60 c. p. s.

.0 volts, p/p, 15, 750 c. p. 5.

These waveforms were taken with the receiver adjusted for an approximate peak -to -peak output of 3.5
volts at the video detector. Voltage readings taken with raster just filling screen and all controls set for
normal picture viewing. The voltages given are approximate peak -to -peak values. The frequencies shown
are those of the waveforms -not the sweep rate of the oscilloscope. All readings were taken with a Model

VRS.-

VII
1G3/1K 3
H.V. REC.

LC.

I-

WIDTH CONTROL

4

V. 0.T.

SIDE ELEVATION VIEW

LEIPEND FOR PERMA-CIRCUITRISNEL

HORIZONTAL CIRCUITS
NZSOUND I.F. DETECTOR

AND AU010 CIRCUITS
VIDEO AND AOC CIRCUITS

VERTICAL CIRCUITS

111111 VIDEO I.F. CIRCUITS

---

GLIB

C.C.

Connection

SYNC SEPARATOR AND
EMEMB NOISE
INVERTER CIRCUITS

Lug

GL7

M15
M16
M18
M19

M20
M21
M22

M23
M24
M25
M27
M28

P2
LEAD CABLE

2

I45V

135V

6V

OV
5

OV

6
7

V1
6AQ5A
AUDIO OUT.

V1T
SNOB
MIX. OSC.

V2T
3G K5
R.F. AMP.

I.F.

LINK

(
P3

F LINK CABLE
Only)

Red Lead to H. O. T. Pin 7
AGC Test Point
Orange/White Leads to M28 and to
C44B, 135V B -plus
Orange/White Lead to Pin 4 of CRT,
300V, optional focus connection
Green/White Lead to C44C, 100V B plus, optional focus connection
Video 2nd detector test point
Blue/White Lead of V. 0. T. , vertical
output plate

plus

I -F Input, center conductor of
shielded tuner I -F link
Sync Test Point
Orange/White Lead to M18, 135V B -

Brown/White Lead to Pin 1 of CRT,
filament
Horizontal Oscillator Test Point

PANEL LUG CONNECTIONS
M1

M2
M3
M4

Red/White Lead to B1-5, 145V R -plus
Green/White Lead to Pin 6 of CRT
Orange/White Lead to B1-3, vertical
retrace suppression
Sound Det. Test Point, Ground Link
Brown/White Lead to B2-1, start of

Blue/White Lead to VR6-1, Width
Control

Feedback

filament chain
White Lead, Tuner AGC
Yellow Lead, Tuner B -plus
Blue/White Lead to Yoke, AGC
Gate Pulse
Red/White Lead of V. 0. T. , Vertical

7 of C. R. T.

Audio Test Point
White Lead to B1-2
Blue Lead to A. 0. T.
Video Output, Yellow/White lead to Pin

M5
M6
M7
MS

M9

M10
M11
M12

M13
M14

GI0

15

I?

7

C23

1;41

CI9T

C

VR1

WI

MI

M25

L9
G5B

2

SOUND

V2
4OS6*

2 3.6V

70 V

C31-7 Zo

30

W9

2VERT HOLD

VR

OV DETECTOR

5 320 V

6
7

C21

LI5i4

Vid. Output

17JZ8

V6

4EJ7

7

191,

8

330K

9

V5

Z37

D2

04. ?f,1-17

tub

OV

55V
2

60V
60V

-I.6V

1.1 V

3
6

7

VR3

,06

VIII1 wi

-4
G51

-1411

8

0
U6.

u1:11,4

L18

IMINE

LI7

LE- m."B"

352

1.6 MEG

12

400

II

INF.

330

12

TTIN

16K

19K

11

1731

10

on

00

1306

10

F. MODULE 118"
---- ELEVATION
ASS'Y NO 76-12953

01.

191

VR 4
CONTRAST

2

VR5
356

2

3
6

7

8
9

O

_n-

A

-n_

ov

95V

-8V

2.8V

145V

90V

-3V

V3

& GATE

OV
10JY8
OV VIDEO OUT.

nire

67V
43V

M27

R53

C46

\

i60? -I>

17BE3

V4

21GY5

V7

7

5

3

I

-I9V

II 5V

-I9V

I 5V

9

OVER

I 45V

3

NOTE:

ON YOKE.

C48 LOCATED

(PIN 2 TO PIN II)

ONLY

UHF

(TOP HALF REMOVED/

H. V. CAGE

500V

I 45V

HOR. OUT.

GI I

AMPER

GI I
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855

"TEM FAS X

TECHNICIAN

ELECTRONIC

Chassis I4G20

PHILCO

I

HORI Z HOLD

LC.

G12

HOR. OSC.

8E07 OR 8CG7

V8

VERT S ZE

7
8

3 2.8V
6 100V

2

VERT LIN

SHIELD

BRIGHTNESS

6GH8
SND
& SYNC. SEP.

0

-OLEG-

L16

r5,.0-r

04E333P418

I

c3B

V9

G7

0\0
4E117

OV

601
V2

I

V10 0
1st.

2nd.
VID.
IF.
2

20V

VERT. OSC.VERT. OUT.

I.3V
7 - 16V

3.50

OV

16K

9

8

7 125V
125V

OV

I.3V
OV

-I3V

3
6
II

10

8 I35V
9
OV

6

2

-I6V
0.3V

OV

RESISTANCE CHART

13K

9
16K

8

4

9 MEG

9

2 OV
3 0.3V
6 OV
7 I37V
8 50V

1

,--.)*1F S WELD

wit

LI

IINII

NNW
40
ul

L15

1111110011

L14

13

I.F.M."A"

5

ON-OFF-VOL

,000111111111rC43-:

C2 I7

227

ANT.

I.F. MODULE "A"
ELEVATION --4ASS'Y NO 76-12952

7
1911

I31
1/4

1616

OD

6

00

6
3

690

36

INF.

17BE3

S

I70

00

8.5 MEG INF.

PIN NUMBERS
2

22?

INF.

470(1

1

MD

V?

19K

USE

5600

INF.

11 MEG 1.5 MEG

VT

60

1

16K

INF.

22?

Awl.° Output 600
Sound OK.

3431

330

2411

6A05A

406

15K

ian

INK

23K

AGC Gate

sac

1616

7 MSC, 241:

V3
10101

Damp.,
Sound IF

2.5?

19K

011

V ARIES WITH NVL

S

7500

0?

t4 NUMBERS
3301

95K

221

4

00

45K

16.5K

3
19K

9..

16K

P

2.8 MEG INF.

Vert. Ow.

1

50

16.5K

2

110

09190

27?

1.7 MEG 7500

0?

10000

24K

OE

2211

110

430,

00

100

2211

680

-

0.10

30

WO

16541

psx..
6 MEG

OEPENOS ON FOCUS CONNECTION

113K

444

5?
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18K

INF.

INF.

us

V5
6GM8
V6

Ho,. Output

USE

Syn. Sep.

17/01

TUBE
V7
211Y5

2nd VIF

1st VIF

v,s,°F7a Ho,. Oso.

.9

4E117

410
4E17
CRT
16ASPI
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CLE

B2

C44

_ PAW

"

--

MATC1111/
TONYIN

Sole ii

IILTEN

111-11100

4 IRAN

Lt

-L

I

mon.

ft%

NI MN

30K5

.033,1

cot

1

NOIN/001

LIS

locos

144
IN G15II

I

1

ic«R(

ONIVOLDNII OtbII141 TOM \ITN NO WM.

*MA. 01,01101::

ILS1000
3.111111111 LI/N1 IN WWI

»a

41f/N'I

11131121. MOM. TAM VI. 00 NAIL

110120111 011011111/111 NOM

CON11011012 11.010 20

MIMI= MORO 01 MON

IL4111410

I MOM. SNOWY IN THE 1101100.110111.11011

1101_,Lt

r

TO 1013 21T

-o-

L swum N»w» THE

r

FION.

011.3

3AF4A

rSilo

LI

3

VI

=21

VI

CONNECT010

9

4

Ile

C4

le

L44
POO

90

TO 0/000

I,

KRK 405 VHF TUNER
KRK 66 UHF TUNER

1004,

L44

a

spa

oo

TO UHF ANT.

wLLLES 7010 MO A0.7

LESS THAN 10 ARE

.UE5

II

SELECTOR IN THE UHF
PONTIoN.

FRoNT .ITN TIE CHWIEL

ARE vtwro FR«I THE

07 TontHES 3,01 A

FRONT OD RE/ASCU..

( C104

S -

050I
CS

Ls,

1

I.,

01111

LS

C54

pLS1

150.5

050

sC130

MOO

t200

ClOt

1.52

170

RIOT

FROM
VI. TUNER

11.30

I

---)
ARC

470K

5.0

CALI

6GK5

viol

'ow

sue put

1104
1004

470

C105

050

,

50

L5

Ce4

-

P101

0.5-10

PALS

feR- S OS

L5S

C100
SR

LION

20

CEO

(Pt 200 SCARCE
vom

TO Tv CHASSIS

- 5%

+10%

70%

"c"

(KNIFE)

C 51A
LOW BAND RF
TRACKING

L50

ANTENNA COUPLING
LOOP

50%

42.5MC

45.75 MC

HIGH BAND

TRACKING

C-50
ANTENNA

JACK

HIGH BAND

TRACKING C-52

(KNIFE)
C5IB

C59 -C60 -C1111

L59

INJECTION LOOP

C62

TRACKING

HIGH BAND

MIXER TRACKING

COUPLING L53

TEMPERATURE
COMPENSATING CAPS

June 1964

Series

KRK105/KRK66

Amplifier and

KRK112 with
962709 IF

UHF Tuners
KRK105/112,

RCA

856

OSCILLATOR -MIXER

MIXER

CR50

J50 IF INPUT

ANTENNA -MIXER
COUPLING

50%

45.75 MC

90%

45.0MC
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LI

6204

(CVO
1000

RIO*

104

2ND IF ADIPL

6CB6

viot

°o°
PILOT
LIGNT

es IMP

o°0

FRONT

NUN

IF CMTPUT

IFF TUNER

SIOI-A

3 O.

.t 10 %

70%

425 MC

14N -R

FILAIdENT'' vOLTAIL
FROM VHF TUNER

-5%

1.10%

P75%

1ST 11, AWL

(962709)

ALL CAPAOTANCE

APE Allay,

REAR

001-0

i70 V S.
FROM CHASSIS

I F AMPLIFIER

5

RENSTANCE NALuES ARCM
01445 N. .00

VHF

75% S
+10%

MC

43.5
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01.7011.

KRK 105 VHF TUNER
KRK 112 UHF TUNER

111:10

U.

li

CHI 10011,

VS

MAT. COMOCTIONS

- 7 LSO

44114041

-, lyT

I NYLON e.o.m..,

0..11 TO-U/V.

-

mu
;MOUE

.0.411M.

POO

+-,

857
ZENITH
Transistor Radio

121.244
2N993
PNP

Cony.

Chassis 6KT50Z8

Type

El A

Zenith

Part No.

Model 40

Chassis

6KT50Z8

Oper.

ONE

Output -Output

121-246
C-1437
NPN

Matched Pair
NPN

Supplier

Amporex

Purpose

For I.F. Alignment

Set Oscillator to dial
seal*

Adj. T1, T2,

CI D

-

Align Loop ant.

Adjust Slug
in T5

T3 for maxi mum output.

Trimmers

C-1438
NPN

121.245

Driver

June 1964

Crystal
Diode
Detector

403-1

600 KC

Gang

widopn.
Near
600 KC

1260 KC

-

CIA

While rocking gang,
adjust T5 for maximum
ouptut regardless of
dial accuracy.

-

LEGEND

C-COLLECTOR

B-BASE
E --EMITTER

ED

T5
395-1
OSCILLATOR
TRANSFORMER

co.

121-244

T3

395-5
3rd I.F.

Um.

INK

121-244
CONY.

121-243

2nd I.F.

U3
105-51
INTEGNET

U2
105-58
INTEGNET

U1
105-57
INTEGNET

I

PI

r

CID

I

L_ _

GANG

OSC.
SECTION

L

112

112

Ci).

410

111

121-242
1ST I.F.

4,

2v

MAIC4

I

12

u,

11A'

:.S&

1100

1,100

-ft

T

I

RID DOT

I

1

1

4>"

*--

OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH 2. MINNESOTA

row

TRANSFORMER

ANT.
SECTION

GANG

rimy

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

rfatfft=
121-243
2N993
PNP

2nd I.F.

COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
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1st. I.F.

121-242
2N993
PNP

-

-

-

Chassis

Connect Inner
Connect Outer
Input
Se Dial
ConductorFrom Shield Conductor
Signal
At
Frequency Oscillator To From Oscillator To
455 KC

1620 KC

1

2

600 KC

IF

1ST 1.1. TRANSFORMER

NOTES:

thl41:4TRcAlEtEAFLE01, In MATT. A10% TOLERANCE MASS
ALL LAX TROIA MI D.C. 114E03 OTAIERMI SE Y[CIriLO.
ALL CMACi TORS ME IN Mi CROAMIROS OILERS 01414.116 SPEC,

/rD Moo MANN NITM NO MEM/
olv;i0x11441(LY 12 M.A. III04 VOLUIC

II 0445

(NZ ACAr.IEZTZ11.4..1,4,

LAVAS IVECAKE

motto woo

SOLDER IN TM TRANSISTOR

Elln211

121-215 & 21-216

RASE

COLLECTOR

EARPHONE JACK

TI

-121-243 COINER

121-243 IST

- Tt 250 IF TRANSNWER

CIO OSCILLATOR TRIMMER.TOP
CIA INTERN* TRIMMER-110TT011

TS OSCILLATOR TRANSPOSER

121-244 CONY.

TURN
LOOSELY
COUPLED
TO
WAVEMAGNET

mmutwomommumNIMNKIN

2&3

STEPS

REPEAT

1260 KC

3

4
5

ON -OFF SNITCH II
VOLUME CONTROL

121143 /NOV
13 342 IF TR/WORMER

INCL

12I242 TO 121.244

14 DRIVER TRANSFORIIER

121-242 INATCNED OUTPUT)

COLL ECM

SOCCER IN TYPE TRANSISTOR
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121-243
2ND I.F.
03

1200

UI

121-245

DRIVER

ROUND WS

121-242
1st I.F.

4

flip',

SO4

100

120

-,g1

ISM

it!,

-444

SI

T1

395-3
1st I.F.

121-246
OUTPUT

MATCHED

-JOY

OP1T

tratt, ON

-Nt

11.1

VOLUME CONTROL

EMTTIER

121-246

OUTPUT

TRANSFORMER

395-4
2nd I.F.

T2

DRIVER

121-245

TRANSFORMER

DRIVER

395-2

T4

MATCHED PAIR

COLLECTOR

PNP TRANSISTOR

SASE

TRANSFORMER

CHOKE

FMRF

RI

R3
2.7K

III

0_

OSE

13.01 0 12.71-0

4_10
L2154 0

i

SEC.

4

.15+

2.2-071.9 0 h
0 :17 042

0

0

LI

00L

.01

C3

or -...1
15,p,

C3..1

NOTE 5

SEE

R64,30

1+

TGE

22T 1

LT -

24 L7

TR2

I

=5.

1

5.2

0

RT

3

11

ICS

1

IK

1ST

CIO

TR3

02

C12

.05

I CIS

ft/ IF

R9

4 7K

005

4

+B4

RIO

T

TI

RR

3 39

L --''J

I

21

I

1ST FMIF

05

100

-::M.

05

C43

0

(SEE NOTE 4)

CONVERTER
MODULE

CM1OR CM -5 0

27K

CID

:

65

6.2

R6

I

CONVERTER DIODE

01 3

0

0

2.25

2.26

2.5

131-4.0 r ..,

12

-

.35

5.0
5.0

.

4.8

.. -

.

,

,

;

05

T

4r*

IK

RS

5

L4

-1.0

9

4.4,

1.1

6

I

I

7

II

1

3.9

5

1.3

3.9

.25

.

4.0-_5.2

3.6

4

3

I

FM I AM
NO VOLTAGE VOLTAGE

PIN I

AM -4

AUDIO MODULE

C6

L3(

FM
OSC

FM RF
CHOKE

OSCILLATOR

ClAyA.

AM ANTENNA,

CONVERTER NOONLE (CoIoR EN -5)

FM RF

2

470

Ri TRI

15PF

WHIP
ANTENNA

FM

163e -SWAG

AF 1AP VT

TR6

TR5

TR4

TR3

762

0

AM FM AM IFIA

+.2.3 , 0 1_1.9 0
2.2 0 2.0:

SISTOR

TRI

!EMITTER' BASE (COLLECT

IRAN-

1

3I

4.7K

613

RI2
ISO

CiT

/CIF

5

I4

505

CIS

-41

o

VR171<
4

5

I

2

0

0

2

0

0

0

4 7%

,

FM IF
T3

3RD

RI9
3.3K

T 05

005

=C19

2

I.

1[4:.

_el

L.

15

le

3RD
785

FMIF

IK

R20

47K

R2,

+83

ICS

1-4--; -1
31

t RIG

180

I

IF -

C17

R17

0

IM- I

6

.

0

52

IF MOOLLE (I N -II

52A

I

o

I

0

IF MODULE

3

o

3

27

30

32

40

0

14 8 1-65
S28

,

AM

40 r 52

I FM

5

1

102

C21

3

0

I

T4

2

5

0

I

C23

470

927

-i-81

3(.235.

I

00

2

13

00

12

626
I SKI.

#`.005

FMIF

4TH

IM -I

Zr MODULE

4

31

471(

''22

I R23
180

1

C20

II

AUDIO
MODULE
AM -4

10

09 0 0 0 0

0 0

NAA

100

924

(4)

8

6

0

0 0
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TR4

FMIF

2110

074 #7,6

53

2ND FM IF
T2
I

WV

100

R11

If IN

TO TE

o

-8

+135

+94

_

+93

+62

+B

0

VOLTAGE
+13

Si

C24
02

TIP

470

R26

I,

I

21

...

3

C27

15 TO

T6

III:

1

q

- -J a -

!

14
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TUNER REPAIRS
$

50

FOR COMPLETE OVERHAUL
Includes ALL parts (except tubes)
ALL labor on ALL makes

24 -HOUR SERVICE with
FULL YEAR WARRANTY
Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., largest manufacturer of TV and FM
tuners, maintains two completely -equipped Service Centers

to serve YOU. Both centers are staffed by well -trained
technicians in this specialized field and are assisted by
engineering personnel to assure you of FAST, DEPEND-

When inquiring about service on other than Tarzian-made
tuners, always send TV make, chassis and Model number.
Check with your local distributor for Sarkes Tarzian replacement tuners, parts, or repair service. Or, use the address
nearest you for fast factory repair service.

ABLE service.

Tarzian-made tuners-identified by this stampinglV received one day will be repaired and shipped out
the next. A little more time may be required on other makes.
Every channel is checked and re -aligned per manufacturer's

specifications, not just the channels which might exist in
any given area.

You get a 12 -month guarantee against defective workmanship and parts failure due to normal usuage. Cost to
you is only $9.50 and $15 for UV combinations, including
all labor and parts except tubes. No additional costs. No
hidden charges. All tuners repaired on approved, open accounts. You pay shipping. Replatements on tuners beyond
practical repair are available at low cost.

\T-ISARKES TARZIAN, INC.
TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
See your distributor, or use the address nearest you

537 South Walnut St.,

10654 Magnolia Blvd.,

Bloomington, Indiana

North Hollywood, Calif.

Tel: 332-6055

Tel: 769-2720

Manufacturers of Tuners ... Semiconductors ... Air Trimmers ... FM Radios ... AM - FM Radios ... Audio Tape ... Broadcast Equipment
JUNE 1964
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for all leading transistor adios

ADVERTISED
ON

VS 327

9 VOLTS

Right now

RCA

BATTERIES
are working for you on Natiotiwitie-TV..
Advertised on Walt Disney's "Wonderful World of Color" to over 9 MILLION HOMES*
SUMMERTIME '64! The biggest transistor radio battery season ever.
Will you be ready for it?
Get the most out of the booming radio battery business with the name
people associate with radio... RCA. Put RCA's network TV advertising to
work for you during the big summer selling months ahead. Stock the
brand that will be seen by over 18,200,000 TV viewers. *
Call your RCA Battery Distributor today. Or contact: RCA Electronic
Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
20

'Average viewing audience per show for the summer period based oil Nielsen National Television Index,
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RCAVictor Color TV

Magnetism can cause impurities...
in the color picture-a weak pocket magnet can easily demonstrate this effect. In the home, as you know, magnetic distortions
may be caused by moving the set in relation to the earth's magnetic
field or they can sometimes be caused by nearby electric appliances.

To "cancel" the magnetism and restore natural color...
simply turn off the set, let it cool 4 or 5 minutes, then turn it back
on. That's all-no more need for a separate degaussing coil! The
RCA Victor Automatic Color Purifier acts every time the set is turned

on from a cool start. Color is bright, sharp, true-free of impurities
caused by magnetism. The RCA Victor Automatic Color Purifier
also removes unwanted color areas from the black and white picture.
Here's another major "first" from RCA Victor that can give you a
profitable advantage in extra sales

.

.

.

and in service savings!

SEE WALT DISNEY'S "WONDERFUL WORLD OF COLOR,' SUNDAYS, NBC.TV NETWORK

22
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degausses itself!
r

Gives you 3 big advantages!
C
rti

Floor models always ready
for best color picture!

Faster, easier setup
in customer's home!

Reduces unprofitable
callbacks!

Ever lost a sale because your floor
demonstrator needed degaussing?
The RCA Victor Automatic Color

The RCA Victor Automatic Color

Purifier eliminates the need for
you to perform time-consuming

The RCA Victor Automatic Color
Purifier will end those degaussing

Purifier cleans up that problem
the set always shows unsur.
passed natural color. And with a
swivel or caster model, you can
.

.

quicklydemonstratehow color TV
can now be moved about without
worry of magnetic distortion!

R S VOICE

degaussing when you deliver the
new Mark 10 color TV set. This
makes setup faster, easier .

.

.

free-

"nuisance" calls that can eat up
service time and profits. They're
a nuisance to customers, too! Increased customer satisfaction is

ing you for more profitable TV
servicing. The Automatic Color
Purifier is standard on all Mark

sure to follow from this new RCA

10 models except the price leaders.

your best salesman.

Victor "first" -and remember, a
satisfied customer is very often

Make sure you get your share of the big Color TV
sales forecast for '65...get with RCA Victor!
The Most Trusted Name in Television
Tmlqs)
SEE THE RCA COLOR TV CENTER AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
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Heavy Duty...Dual Heat

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Needs Information

I have a wide band oscilloscope,
Model 555, manufactured by
the General Electronics Equipment
Company.

I wrote a letter to the

company requesting information on

the scope, but the letter was reSOLDERING KIT
with 240/325
watt gun

turned marked "unclaimed." I
would appreciate it if you could
help me locate the manufacturer of
this scope.
ROSS MENSIK JR.

Chicago, Illinois
180X Manual
I recently purchased a Hickok

Signal Generator Model 180X and

would like to get the instruction
manual for it. I tried Hickok and
was told that the manual was discontinued. Will you please publish
my letter, maybe one of your readers
can help.
LEONARD BRIENZA

Corona, New York

Professional, heavy-duty gun has two trigger positions-lets
you switch instantly to the heat best suited for the job. Use of
low heat prevents damage when soldering near heat -sensitive
corn ponents and prolongs tip life. Heat comes on instantly when

No Modifications in ET

Have there been any articles in
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN on con-

verting a tube tester to measure

trigger is pulled-goes off when trigger is released. Spotlight
illuminates work. Kit also includes break -proof metal -tone

plastic utility case-smoothing tip-cutting tip-tip-changing
wrench-and solder. MODEL D550PK.

MME
TA/
ICE

Light...Efficient...Rugged
"Pencil" SOLDERING IRON
A low cost 25 watt, 115 volt iron that's ideal for miniature-type soldering.
Use it as easily as a pencil. High efficiency and rapid recovery enable this
Weller model to do the work of irons with much higher wattage ratings.
Rugged heating element for extra durability and long service. Lightweight

design reduces user fatigue, provides more accurate control. Complete with
tip and cord set.Screwdriver-shaped tipsavailable in three sizes. MODELW-P.

Buy Weller Soldering Tools at your Electronic Parts Distributor
WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., 601 Stone's Crossing Rd., Easton, Pa.
- -
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"Yoo Hoo, I'm back again
work right!"
ELECTR(

V

degausses itself!
Gives you 3 big advantages!
e-

Floor models always ready
for best color picture!

Faster, easier setup
in customer's home!

Reduces unprofitable
callbacks!

Ever lost a sale because your floor
demonstrator needed degaussing?
The RCA Victor Automatic Color

The RCA Victor Automatic Color

Purifier eliminates the need for
you to perform time-consuming

The RCA Victor Automatic Color
Purifier will end those degaussing

Purifier cleans up that problem
. . the set always shows unsurpassed natural color. And with a
swivel or caster model, you can
.

degaussing when you deliver the
new Mark 10 color TV set. This
makes setup faster, easier .

. .

free-

quickly demonstrate how color TV
can now be moved about without

ing you for more profitable TV
servicing. The Automatic Color
Purifier is standard on all Mark

worry of magnetic distortion!

10 models except the price leaders.

"HIS MASTER'S VOICE"

"nuisance" calls that can eat up
service time and profits. They're
a nuisance to customers, too!
creased customer satisfaction is
sure to follow from this new RCA

Victor "first" -and remember, a
satisfied customer is very often
your best salesman.

Make sure you get your share of the big Color TV
sales forecast for '65...get with RCA Victor!
The Most Trusted Name in Television
Tmk(s).
SEE THE RCA COLOR TV CENTER AT THE WORLD'S FAIR
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Heavy Duty...Dual Heat

it[...LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Needs Information

I have a wide band oscilloscope,
Model 555, manufactured by
the General Electronics Equipment
Company. I wrote a letter to the

, company requesting information on

the scope, but the letter was reSOLDERING KIT
with 240,325
watt gun

turned marked "unclaimed." I
would appreciate it if you could
help me locate the manufacturer of
this scope.
ROSS MENSIK JR.

Chicago, Illinois
180X Manual

I recently purchased a Hickok
Signal Generator Model 180X and
would like to get the instruction
manual for it. I tried Hickok and
was told that the manual was discontinued. Will you please publish
my letter, maybe one of your readers
can help.
LEONARD BRIENZA

Corona, New York

Professional, heavy-duty gun has two trigger positions-lets
you switch instantly to the heat best suited for the job. Use of
low heat prevents damage when soldering near heat -sensitive
components and prolongs tip life. Heat comes on instantly when

No Modifications in ET

Have there been any articles in
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN on con-

verting a tube tester to measure

trigger is pulled-goes off when trigger is released. Spotlight
illuminates work. Kit also includes break -proof metal -tone

plastic utility case-smoothing tip-cutting tip-tip-changing
wrench-and solder. MODEL D550PK.

Light...Efficient...Rugged
_...1----

,

wagax-7451.
"Pencil" SOLDERING IRON

A low cost 25 watt, 115 volt iron that's ideal for miniature -type soldering.
Use it as easily as a pencil. High efficiency and rapid recovery enable this
Weller model to do the work of irons with much higher wattage ratings.
Rugged heating element for extra durability and long service. Lightweight

design reduces user fatigue, provides more accurate control. Complete with
tip and cord set.Screwd river-sha ped tips availa ble in three sizes. MODELW-P.

Buy Weller Soldering Tools at your Electronic Parts Distributor
WELLER ELECTRIC CORP., 601 Stone's Crossing Rd., Easton, Pa.
- -
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"Yoo Hoo, I'm back again,, it still doesn't
work right!"
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UESTION.

When it comes to electrolytic capacitors, why do more
than half of the nation's Radio -TV Service Technicians

prefer to do business with Sprague Distributors?
c
NSWER:

t

Because they don't want makeshift substitutions or
multi -rating "fits -all" capacitors. They insist on exact
replacements, which are always available through
Sprague Distributors everywhere.

SPRAGUE TWIST-LOK® CAPACITORS...

1701 different ratings and sizes...

the world's most complete selection
of EXACT replacements!
We don't have to tell you that it's easier to service with exact
replacements. And we don't have to tell you that it's better, too.
When sets are designed, specific capacitance values are used for
peak operation, so it takes exact replacements to restore original
set performance.

And who better than Sprague knows which values and sizes are
needed in the replacement market? Sprague, the world's largest
component manufacturer, has the most complete specification file
on original set requirements. That's why you're always right
when you service with Sprague TWIST-LOK exact replacements!
GET YOUR COPY of Sprague's comprehensive Electrolytic
Capacitor Replacement Manual K-106 from your Sprague
Distributor, or write Sprague Products Company, 65
Marshall Street, North Adams, Massachusetts.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF CAPACITORS
- -

JUNE 1964
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NEW SECO !MWEVN

SPEEDS REPAIRS,

iE

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

gas in a CRT? I have a combination

DETECTS SLEEPERS
8 sockets wired to 14 lever
type pin selectors for testing tubes circuit by circuit!

40 prewired sockets accommodating 63 basic arrangements for testing thousands
of popular tube types with
no set-up data required!

FOOLPROOF READINGS-all test information reads
on one meter and one scale! Eliminates errors that
can be made reading off closely packed multiple
scales. Wide sweep increases accuracy of readings.

3

unit now but it does not check for
gas.
M. MELLARD

Niagara Falls, New York

We do not publish construction
and

modification

articles

where

comparable equipment is available
on the market. In most cases, it
is impractical. We suggest you shop

around for a unit that will do a
reliable and professional job.-Ed.

find tube faults that slip by other
first try-save time and call-backs.
COMPREHENSIVE TESTS

testers that cost much more. Pull out more "sleepers" on your

GRID CIRCUIT TEST makes up to 11 simultaneous checks for
leaks, shorts and grid emission-indicates "hard to find faults" that
conventional short tests pass by.
DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE TEST indicates relative transconductance -incorporates gas error test.
CATHODE EMISSION TEST provides the best method for testing pulse amplifier, power output and damper type tubes.
Readings can be made for element identification and analysis of
elements for shorts. A "life" test checks for allowable drop in mutual
conductance or emission current under reduced heater supply con-

Alarm for Alarm Makers

I would like to know how to get
into the burglar alarm systems business.

Could you please let me

know who I can contact about buying these units and installing them?
I have countless customers who

would like to have them installed
in their homes and offices.

Any help you can give me on

ditions. The exclusive Grid Circuit Test above is a test originated
and patented by Seco.

this would be appreciated.

is easily replaced or interchanged to accommodate the widest possible range
of tubes. In addition to 8 sockets, panel has 3 pin
straighteners for 4 most popular types. Inexpensive and easy to
keep up to date as new tubes appear. Plug in chassis can be customized at low cost to fit your needs.
WIDE RANGE of tube types tested includes all modern TV,

White Plains, New York

PLUG -IN -SOCKET CHASSIS

radio,

industrial and foreign tubes using the following
sockets-seven pin, nine pin, octal, loctal, novar, nuvistor,
compactron, magnoval and ten pin.. Special circuit for low voltage
hybrid types. Complete set-up data book is included-pages cov-

SAUL SCHERR

We do not have a complete and
up -dated list of manufacturers in

this field. We will forward information from manufacturers who wish

to contact Mr. Scherr, however.Ed.

ering new tubes that appear are mailed periodically to all registered
owners at no charge.

COMING EVENTS

(44

June 8-11: Systems Engineering Conference
& Exposition, Coliseum, N.Y.

June 16-18: 40th Annual Convention, EIA,
Edgewater Beach Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
June 17-21: 1964 ERA Conference, Concord
Hotel, Kiamesha, N.Y.

June 23-25: Intl Conference on Precision
Electromagnetic Measurements, NBS Boulder Labs, Boulder, Colo.

24-26: 5th Joint Automatic Control
Conference, Stanford University, Stanford,
Calif.

June

July 19-23: Music Industry Trade Show &
Convention,

Palmer House, Chicago, III.

17: 6th Annual Pre-Wescon Panel
Discussion, Stotler Hilton, Los Angeles,

August

For complete information see your distributor or write:

SECO
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1211 S. Clover Drive, Minneapolis 20, Minnesota
A DIVISION OF DI -ACRD CORPORATION
-

26
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Calif.

August 21-23: National Convention, ARRL,
Hilton Hotel, N.Y.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

MALLORY
Tips for Technicians
Mallory Distributor Products Company
A division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc.
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

New Kind of Zener Diode
A zener diode, as you're probably aware, is a special
kind of semiconductor which has excellent voltage

regulating characteristics. It's the solid-state successor to the gas discharge tube. It acts like a rectifier diode, blocking current in the reverse direction,

until the "zener voltage" is reached-then it starts
to conduct with a capital C. The zener diode can
carry appreciable current continuously. So this makes

it a fine regulating device. You can use it in power
supplies where you need highly accurate output. Or
you can use it in clipper or damper circuits, by
biasing the diode negative.
The big news in zener diodes is that you can now get

REVERSE VOLTAGE

1,

them from Mallory at a price which makes them
practical for service work, experimentation, or commercial circuitry. The news -maker is the new Mallory
Type ZA molded -case diode. Its electrical properties

11

IZK

IZT

and reliability record are comparable to those of

-----

military grade units. In fact, we use the same silicon

i°
ZM

cell in the ZA as in the zener diodes we make for
military requirements. But the price is only about

1'

half that of hermetically sealed diodes.

N
1

The ZA is rated 1 watt at 25°C. If you install it in
a hot spot, you can use it at ambients up to 100°C,
Iz-zener curren
Izk-zener current near knee

Input

derating linearly to 0.5 watt. Voltage ratings go from
6.8 to 200 volts, in small increments so that you can
get exactly the regulating voltage you need. Standard
tolerances are 20%, 10% and 5%.

Izt-zener test current
lzm-maximum zener current

VI

You'll like the cold -case design of the ZA. No need
for insulating sleeves when you squeeze it into tight

layouts. It's so small-only %" long by 0.220" in
diameter-that it fits practically anywhere.

V2 Output

Your Mallory distributor has the Type ZA in a

Typical shunt overvoltage protection circuit using
zener diodes. Output is controlled between V1 and V2.

0

range of ratings. He also stocks Mallory silicon rectifiers . . . including handy packaged doubler, bridge
and center -tap circuits. See him soon !
-

-
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a big improvement on an old favorite

EDITORS' MEMO

.

NEW WINEGARD
BOOSTER COUPLER

Brown Tape
A recent market study made by Electronic Technician editors revealed some

startling information-information that
indicates some dealers devote little or
no study to marketing principles and
customer buying habits.
The study, in part, revealed that while
37.6% of ET readers sell tape recorders,

only 15.6% of these same dealers sell
either blank or prerecorded tape!
Just as everyone who owns a TV set

is a potential customer for a new one,
so is everyone who owns a tape recorder

a potential customer for a new one.
Audio fans, people who want to use

recorders as study aids, people who want

to have some party fun and those who
just want to record baby's gurglings are
all potential customers.

ONLY

29"

Model BC -208

Runs 1 to 4 TV or FM sets
Replaces Model WBC4-X

LIST

For the moment, let's concern ourselves with a very large segment of
potential customers, those who already
have a recorder but are ready to trade
it on a new one. Their recorder may
be only a few years old or it may be
several years old. But one thing they
know is that it doesn't sound like it
used to and it doesn't sound as good
as their neighbor's new one. (Of course,
maybe all it needs is a new set of
heads.)

Boosts Signal ... Cuts snow ... for higher gain and less noise. FM
no picture smear ... no interac- gets a boost, too, in this new cir-

tion ... 8 DB gain to each out- cuit as it covers the entire FM
band 88-108MC. It's a great new
put.
product from Winegard for better

Winegard engineers have taken ad- color, black & white or FM revantage of the newest ampliframe ception. Ask your distributor or
shielded triode tubes to develop write today for spec. sheets. Check
an improved booster -coupler. The the comparison chart against the
new BC -208 uses two 6HA5 tubes old Winegard Booster Coupler.

During the time that these people
have owned a tape recorder they have
purchased several reels of tape. Some
blank and perhaps some prerecorded.

But one thing is sure-if you don't
sell tape-they didn't buy it from you.

And if you're not their regular TV man,
they may not know that you even sell
recorders. Does it still make sense that
you should sell tape recorders and not
tape?
Let's take another viewpoint.

Sup-

pose you do have Mr. Prospective Recorder Buyer for a TV customer. But

BC -208

Number of tubes
Gain to each isolated output
Gain across FM Band
Noise Figure, Low Band
Noise Figure, High Band
Isolation between outputs
Signal Input
Maximum Signal Output

WBC4-X

2 6HA5

1 6DJ8

+8db
+7db

+5.8db
+1.2db

3.7db

3.8db

5db

5.2db

18db

8db
20 to 300,000 microvolts

20 to 350,000 microvolts
1,800,000 microvolts

ON -OFF Switch

Yes

Response

Flat

1/,db per any

6mc channel
No -strip terminals

Yes

Removable mounting bracket
Module wiring
Number of isolated outputs

Yes
4

Yes

1,500,000 microvolts
Yes

Flat
per any
6mc channel
Yes
No
No
3

Winegard Co.
ANTENNA

since he already has a tape recorder,
and up to now has been satisfied with
it, his only interest has been in tape.
He knows you don't sell tape so why
should he check to see if you sell recorders?

There are a lot of tricks to selling
tape recorders-here's a couple to start

you thinking:
Scan the newspaper section for new
births. Send a mailer which congratulates the new parents along with a

certificate for a certain percentage or
dollars off on any tape recorder you
have to record the new baby's voice for
posterity.

Or you may want to include a small

reel of tape as a sample (which they

may keep and use if they already own
a tape recorder or which they may bring
in for you to record "baby", and keep
as your gift.) Think about it. It's a big

market.

SYSTEMS

3019-G KIRKWOOD, BURLINGTON, IOWA
- -
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10%-i F.

Broad Coverage

EVERY TRANSISTOR NEEDED FOR NEARLY ALL RADIO REPAIRS

MA5114021

DS25

Delco

DELCO SERVICE "DS" TRANSISTORS WILL REPLACE VIRTUALLY

Small Inventory
DELCO TYPE

United %of

TRANSISTOR
REPLACEMENT CHART

Delco Nui
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Reliability of transistors, especially power output transistors in radio circuits.
045

DS501
HIGH POWER

depends to a great extent on the maximum collector voltage rating of the

*CB 508
*CEO
5100
EC 1
A

9A
OAIN 2952 DS

AUDIO OUTPUT

P0405 50 NAT'S

DS503

Ka NW

tranSiStOr as compared to the power output capabilities of the circuit. This
means that a transistor having too low collector voltage rating may not last
long in a circuit that is designed far higher power output. For this reason, it is

POWER

AUDIO OUTPUT

owp

strongly recommended that the DS -501 and DS -503 transistors be used as

Vetqo5r

replacements in Delco Auto radios.

0018

CAW TO 04 08
1305155 GO WATTS

..141A01 440505 200,0522504

APPLICATION ASO C001S DEFIRENc5 0440/40006 PAOLA/00 MTN EACH OWN, '4...1,1

1144

FREE
This is United Delco's new transistor replacement wall chart. o It lists hundreds of transistors that Delco's compact line will replace (as
you can see, that pretty well wraps up the field).

Delco Radio

also features specifications for many other
applications. It's easy to read (11" x 17"), and
It

it's yours for the asking. Just let us

know

you want one.

United Delo()

automotive radio service parts are distributed nationally through

Delco

United10
Delco

DELCO RADIO Division of General Motors Kokomo, Indiana
-

-
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TARZIAN
RADIO -TV
TIPS

How to calculate required
resistance in silicon -for -selenium
rectifier replacement
Will silicon rectifiers used

as replacements for selenium rectifiers fail in predominantly capacitative circuits? Not if you pay
strict attention to the peak current limits of the replacement units, as specified by the manufacturer.

Why may silicon replacements fail?
Failure is caused by excessive inrush currents during the first few cycles after turn -on. Silicon rectifiers have extremely low impedence in the con-

F4
5.64%

0

MIN. R REQUIRED

120 V.A.C.

C

0

Fig. 1 Rectifier replacement-no transformer

duction region at voltages above 1.5 volts. In
addition, the capacitor "looks" like a short circuit until it is charged. This combination allows
extremely high currents to flow from low imped-

F4

ence sources such as household mains. Being
small, the rectifier has so little thermal mass that
failure is instantaneous.

Watch your resistance

NO SERIES R
REQUIRED

120

Sarkes Tarzian F Series rectifiers are widely used
in replacement applications. They carry a surge

current rating of 30 amperes. With a 120 volt
line, the maximum instantaneous voltage that
can be impressed is 1.4 times 120, or 168 volts.
You should add to the circuita minimum surge
limiting resistance of , or 5.6 ohms. This will
apply to doubler or half wave circuits.
For practical purposes, we can ignore the impedence of an F unit with 168 volts impressed
during the conduction cycle.
Transformer sets require no additional resistance. Enough impedence is inherent in the secondary to provide limiting action. Figures 1, 2, and
3 show typical circuits and recommendations.
Out best advice to you: depend on Tarzian silicon
rectifiers for dependable performance.

Fig. 2 Rectifier replacement-with transformer

NO SERIES R- REQUIRED
LOAD
550

S5251 TUBE

REPLACEMENT
Fig. 3 Tube replacement

The Tarzian Replacement Line includes silicon rectifiers and conversion
kits, tube replacement silicon rectifiers, and "condensed stack" selenium
rectifiers. Immediately available from distributors throughout the nation,
in the quantities and ratings you want most.

FREE...The new 48 -page Tarzian Silicon Rectifier Handbook is

crammed with interesting technical information and product specifications.
For your free copy, ask for Handbook 63-SI-6.

SARKES TARZIAN

Inc.

World's Leading Manufacturers of TV and FM Tuners Closed Circuit TV Systems Broadcast
Equipment Air Trimmers FM Radios Magnetic Recording Tape Semiconductor Devices

SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
Canadian Licensee: Marsland Engineering Limited 350 Weber Street North, Waterloo, Ontario
-
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CHART OF PARTS AFFECTED

ADMIRAL
TV Chassis Stamped Run 11, C21A1-1A, -1E and C21A10-1C AGC Control Adjustment

The AGC control is an AGC threshold control
which is used solely to adjust the receiver for optimum
operation under all signal conditions. Note: This control is set at the factory and will not normally require
field readjustment. Improper AGC control adjustment
can result in picture bending, tearing (overloading)
or buzz in the sound. However, these same conditions
can also be caused by other troubles in the set.

ILLUS.
NO.

VALUE LISTED ON
ORIGINAL SCHEMATIC

R66

5.6 ohms, I/2 watt

R70

100 ohms,

R72

.68

R73

180 ohms,

I

watt

ohms, fuse resistor
I

watt

ALTERNATE VALUE

4.7 ohms, 1/2 watt

68 ohms,

I

watt

.47 ohms, fuse resistor

100 ohms, 2 watt

If adjustment is required, it should be made exactly as instructed.
1. Turn set on and allow 15 minutes to warm up.

2. Turn channel selector to strongest station in
the area.

3. Turn contrast and brightness controls fully

to the right.
4. Very slowly turn AGC control to the left, just
to the point where picture is weak (loses contrast).

5. Adjust horizontal lock (at rear of set) and

from being disturbed. The four items are circled in
the schematic and listed in the chart.

vertical hold control (at side of set) for steady picture,
without bending of vertical lines at top of picture.

6. Very slowly turn AGC control to the right,
until picture just begins to bend, shift, or buzz is heard

in sound. Then very slowly turn the AGC control to
the left, to the point at which picture bending, tearing,
shifting and buzz is removed.

7. Make final adjustment by turning AGC con-

trol an approximate additional 10 deg to the left.
8. Recheck at maximum contrast on all channels.
Picture should not overload and should reappear immediately after changing channels.
IMPORTANT: AGC adjustment should always
be made on the strongest TV station received. If adjustment is made only on a weak station, AGC overload may occur when a strong TV station is tuned in.

DELCO
Auto Radio, Chevrolet 985876, Buick 980655A, Oldsmobile 982249,

Pontiac 984077 - Alternate 1964 Audio Circuit Pushbutton Radios

Some of the 1964 radios, using transistor DS -501
output, will have alternate resistor values in the audio

circuit. Four resistors are affected. When replacing

any of these parts, such as the fuse resistor, always
use the same value that came out of the radio. This
will prevent the stability of the direct coupled circuit
JUNE 1964

GENERAL ELECTRIC
All TV Sets - Deflection Yoke Tests

When you are faced with a service problem which
appears to be caused by a yoke failure, check the yoke
before condemning it. A little extra checking will frequently save you the time and expense of replacement.
The most obvious test is to check for correct winding
resistance. Usually, individual resistances will be shown
in the service notes. Any wide deviation from the published values should be investigated, although shorted

turns can rarely be determined in this manner. Of

course, the most common type of yoke failure is found
in the horizontal portion. The symptoms may be loss of
brightness, horizontal keystoning, or complete loss of
high voltage. In yokes using series connected coils,
an open circuit may occur because of wire breakage
at any of the terminal lugs. This is easily determined
by a resistance check or visual inspection. If the lead
is broken short, it should be spliced before attempting

to resolder to the lug. You should also check for
internal shorts between horizontal and vertical windings, although in some cases the breakdown occurs
only under high pulse voltages. Failure of the small
capacitor located across one section of the horizontal
winding is frequently mistaken for a shorted winding,
31
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- SOO V
OUTPUT
TRANS.

e. BOOSTED BOOST

1200V.1

PULSE

VERT.

1100ST

rI1ORIZ.

DIODE
ADDER

100
BOOSTED BOOST
(1100 V

(C>

CR101

DAMPER
110W4

since it also causes loss of brightness and keystoning.
In some cases the capacitor will also exhibit a burned
spot.

to

(1100V.)

II BOOST

Vertical windings rarely cause problems. When a
vertical problem does exist, the windings should be
checked for resistance and damage at the lugs. In
saddle wound yokes, resistors of about 100012 are
located across the coils preventing an open coil from
showing as a complete open circuit.
When you are handling or repairing any yoke
you should always observe the following precautions:
1. Do not change the dress of windings or permit any leads to cross over others.
2. Handle yokes with care to prevent movement
or misplacement of turns when passing over the tube
base and neck.
3. Be sure that leads to the yoke are kept away
from tubes, hot resistors, or any points likely to induce
corona from the yoke leads.

80-

REOULATOR
GRID

Be sure to replace only with the exact part

specified in the service manual. These capacitors are
critical in value, usually having about a 2KV rating
and an N2200 temperature coefficient. Parallel connected windings may become broken at the lugs, thus
opening one or both coils. Again, a resistance check
will determine this problem and the repair is simple.

PIX. TUBE
SCREENS

-CiM

COIL
L710

AC

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

C1011

<=,.1

e

405 V.

RCA 'boosted' boost circuit.

WESTINGHOUSE
Tape Recorders H22RS, H24RS - Bias -Erase Oscillator

These units use a push-pull balanced, plate coupled multivibrator with a parallel -resonant output circuit to generate erase- and record -bias voltages.
FUNCTION
SWITCH

0.

+310V

L2

FUNCTION
SWITCH

38m

pv

LI

TO HEADS 0-1

1-0TO HEADS
310V

310V

VOA

V48
12AU7

I2AU7
STIR)

5V(111)

RCA
Color TV Chassis CTC15-`Boosted' Boost
ERASE
INTERLOCK

An adder circuit has been incorporated in the
CTC15 to supply the higher voltages for the screens

of the picture tube. This higher voltage is required to
accomplish the smaller spot size feature. The 500 v
pulse produced by the collapsing field of the horizontal
output transformer during flyback time is applied to

s1).
FUNCTION SWITCH

Westinghouse tape recorder bias -erase oscillator schematic showing

erase -interlock

and

function

switch.

As shown in the simplified schematic, the tank circuit

CR101, the "boost diode adder," and is effectively
added to the normal B -boost of 800 v. The higher
"boosted" boost voltage of 1,200 v is utilized as a
source voltage for the vertical oscillator. A voltage

is composed of C3, C4, C5 and Ll. The frequency
is approximately 60 kc. The oscillator's cathode circuit is connected to ground through two switches in

divider is used to derive the 1,100 v which is applied
to the CRT screens.

INTERLOCK

series: the

include

your

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN address

label

prompt service whenever you write us about your subscription.

function switch and the ERASE

-

switch. The ERASE -INTERLOCK switch prevents accidental erasure of tape.
ATTACH LABEL HERE

SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE
CHANGE OF ADDRESS
Please

RECORD -PLAY

to

If you're moving, please let us know five weeks
before changing your address. Place your magazine
address label here, print your new address below.
If you have a question about your subscription, place
your magazine address label here and clip this form
to your letter.

Insure

Mail to: ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN Subscription Service Dept.
Ojibway Building, Duluth, Minnesota 55802.

name
To subscribe: mail this form with your payment, end check:
(
) new subscription ( ) Renew my present subscription
Subscription
in the United States:
year, $5.00, 2 years, $8.00; 3 years, $10.00.

your job title or position
address

1

Subscription rates for all other countries available on request.

city

zone

state
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fast, accurate, never lets you down .
New Burn -out,
stick proof meter!

.

MIGHTY MITE WO

AMERICA'S MOST POPULAR TUBE TEL,,-"

only

ower voltage checks for
uvistors and all new fram
rid tubes, as demanded by
be manufacturers, but not
and on other tube checkers.

NEW TC 130
Checks them all ...

7450

including Novars, Compactrons,
Nuvistors, 10 pin tubes - plus
Picture Tubes!

Only 7 Lbs. .
Smaller Than A Portable Typewriter

Here's the famous MIGHTY MITE, America's fastest selling tube checker,

with an all -new look and many new exclusive features. MIGHTY MITE

at/

Speedy indexed set-up cards
to reduce "look -up" time.
No more cumbersome booklet
or incomplete charts.

at/

set-up cards in the cover. The new functional cover can be quickly removed
and placed in a spot with more light for faster reading of the set-up data or
"cradled" in the specially designed handle as a space saver as shown above.
New unique design also prevents cover from shutting on fingers or cutting of
line cords as in older models.
In a nut shell ... the MIGHTY MITE III is so very popular because it checks

implified panel layout
educes set-up time - prevents
set-up errors.

for control grid contamination and gas just like the earlier "eye tube" gas
checkers (100 megohm sensitivity) and then with a flick of a switch, checks
the tube for inter -element shorts and cathode emission at full operating levels.
as each element is checked
Sencore calls this "the stethoscope approach" .
individually to be sure that the tube is operating like new. User after user
has helped coin the phrase "this checker won't lie to me". Most claim that it
will outperform large mutual conductance testers costing hundreds of dollars
more and is a real winner in finding those "tough dogs" in critical circuits such
as color TV and FM stereo.
.

iNgW
Streamline styling

with rounded corners
and rubber feet, prevents
marring Furniture - presen
that "Professional look".,

.

See Your Parts Distributor-And See
The Mighty Mite III For Yourself!

INI C CD IR E

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE
ADDISON, ILLINOIS
-
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III

brings you even greater portability, versatility and operating simplicity beyond
comparison. Controls are set as fast and simply as A -B -C right from the speedy

-

- for more details circle 33 on post card
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FASTATCH II CONTROL SYSTEM
MORE CONVENIENT AND
VERSATILE THAN EVER!

now

Centralab
gives you

SINGLE

SHAFT
CONTROLS

with exact length shafts
Need a control with a flat shaft-or
split knurled-or screwdriver slot?
Maybe you need it with-or without
-an attached line switch.
But two things are sure: You need a
certain exact shaft length-and your
Centralab distributor can supply it!
Centralab's new exact length solid
shafts provide exact replacements for
ALL your single control requirements,
as well as twins for stereo, triples, and
quads.
If you have the FRK-100 Fastatch
II Kit, you can add these exact length
shafts as you need them; they snap

right into place on the Fastatch II

front controls. Or, you can always get
the exact control you need, instantly,
from your Fastatch II distributor.

For a complete catalog on the
Fastatch II Control System, write to
Centralab or contact your distributor.
The Electronics Division of Globe -Union Inc.
B-6420

P.O. Box 591 Dept. 9OF Milwaukee, Wisc. 53201

CenSIACII,AP

In Canada: Centralab Canada Ltd., P. 0. Box 400, Ajax, Ontario
- -
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TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES

FOR AUTO RADIO REPAIR
Get your share of this
expanding service and repair business
PART I

4 52ac4 Ezavroa
you can't find the proper one im-

up for auto radios and have not

mediately.

taken the trouble to study service
Some shops
turn away or discourage car radio
repairs. Others accept the radios
techniques involved.
fio

2. If you have so many tools

Hundreds of TV shops are losing
business because they aren't tooled

but can't give the

fast, efficient

3. If you have to run back to

the shop six or seven times to get
more tools.
If you eliminate these three "ifs"
you can easily remove and reinstall

service that car radio owners want.
Either way, customers are lost. But

any car radio-with the exception
of a Cadillac-in 20 minutes. Doug

a little study and investment of a
few dollars in the proper tools can
prepare any shop for efficient car

Smith,

radio repairs.

Tools

and reinstall auto radios is, without

Tools needed in the car are
divided into two groups:
1. For removal and reinstallation
2. For service work
Both groups should be placed in

The fear of having to remove

a doubt, the biggest reason why
technicians turn down car radio
work. Yet, there is no valid reason
for this fear. The job isn't difficult
and you don't need to spend a lot
of time removing and reinstalling
car radios. Only three "ifs" stand
in the way of getting the job done
quickly:

1. If you don't have the proper

tools.
JUNE 1964

United

Radio,

Lansing,

Michigan, averages 6 minutes out,
6 minutes back in, by the clock!

a small tube caddy, or other convenient case, with car radio tubes
and fuses. This arrangement will
eliminate time lost running back
and forth looking for tools.
The rear mounting nuts of a car
radio are either 7/16 or 3/8 in. Both

sizes are on the same wrench so
only one open end wrench is

TABLE I

Tool Kit Check List
Open end wrenches sizes 7/16 and

3/8 in.

5 Deep sockets sizes 3/4, 11 /16, 5, 8,

9/16, and 1/2 in.

1
1

Ratchet handle for sockets
12 in. extension for ratchet handle

5 Nut drivers sizes 3/16 (used only on
the

bench

for

removing

1/4, 5/16, 11/32, 3/8 in.
1

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

transistors)

Large stubby Phillips screwdriver
Small stubby Phillips screwdriver
Stubby clutch -head screwdriver
Stubby flat blade screwdriver
Stubby nut
3 8 in.

drivers

sizes

5;16 and

1

are

used.

Open end

Flashlight
Tube puller
Special tester

1

Pilot lamp socket (Any bayonet type)

cutters, long nose pliers, at least

3

Pin

IPerferably different colors)

1

3912,

two clip leads for jumping broken
wires, switches, etc., knife or wire

1

1

watt resistor

t47 lamp

stripper,
puller.

2 Alligator clips
2
1

1

1

1

wiring is simple and is done accord-

ing to the schematic shown in Fig.
2. Parts list is shown in Table II.
Using the tester is easy. To check

Pin plugs

Pair coiled leads
Nine volt battery
Battery clip (type 5D)

Metal box 4 x 2I/4 x 21/4 in.

for continuity, plug the leads into
the common and continuity jacks.
When a short exists between the
leads, the lamp will light.
To check a tube filament, simply
insert the tube into the proper
socket. If the lamp lights, the tube's
filament is good. If it doesn't, the

filament is open.

To check for voltage, plug the

leads into the common and the

Service tools which should be
carried to every car radio repair
job are soldering gun with extension
cord, solder, plastic tape, side -

jacks

cost less than $5 if you buy all the
parts new but most of the parts can
be found around your shop. The

to remove speaker and, panel nuts.
A large and a small stubby Phillips,
a stubby clutch -head, a stubby flat
blade, two stubby 5/16 and 318 in.
nut drivers, a set of small hex
wrenches (to remove knob set
screws) and pliers. This completes
removal and reinstallation kit tools.
A check -list for tools is shown in
Table I.

Long nose pliers

Parts For Special Tester
1

checking facilities into one compact
and inexpensive instrument. It will

A set of nut drivers is needed

7 pin tube socket
9 pin tube socket
Octal tube socket

1

or absence of voltage is required.
This makes it easy to combine all

12 in. extension for the ratchet. This
is used only on the Lincoln. The top
nut on the rear of the radio can only

top.

Plastic tape
Diagonal cutters

TABLE II
1

in this type of work, it may be better
to construct the tester shown in Fig.
1. It's rarely necessary to actually
measure the 6 or 12-v supply, only
a method of indicating the presence

five socket sizes are: 34, 11/16,
%, 9/16 and 1/2 in.-the latter being rarely used. Also needed is a

Soldering gun with extension cord

1

1

nuts

wrenches can't be used on the front
because they scratch the dash, are
too slow, and often the nuts are
counter sunk. Deep sockets with a
ratchet handle are used here. The

Solder

Pliers

2 Clip leads
Pocket knife or wire strippers
1

ing

flashlight,

and

voltage jack. When 6 v exists across
the leads, the light will be dim. The

light will be bright when 12 v is
present.

Bench Set -Up

The bench set-up must also be
correct if the repair time is to be

a tube

kept to

In addition you will need an

to check for voltage. Usually these

a minimum. A typical

bench set-up is shown in Fig.

instrument to check continuity of
leads, switches, filaments and
speakers. Also, you must be able

are made with a simple

filament checker and a VOM.
Since a VOM can take a beating

needed. Five sizes of front mount-

be removed after taking the top of
the dash (4 screws, all outside) off
and using the extension from the

Set of small hex wrenches

checks

3.

It's compact, efficient, and impresses

the customer. This set-up speeds

servicing because no time is lost
looking for parts, schematics or

CONTINUITY

9vBAT

47

2 1/4

COMMON

7PIN

+

39

IW

VOLTS

9PIN

OCTAL

1-2 1/4
Fig.

1-Switch, sockets and pin

mounted on 'Minibox.'

jacks in special tester are

Fig. 2-Wiring schematic for special tester.
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it up as shown in Fig. 4. With this
circuit, the battery that's being used
is also being charged.
If your battery eliminator doesn't
have good filtering and causes hum

as the coax lead and the connector

will more than pay for itself.
The first requirement of an efficient bench set-up is a 6- and
12-v power supply. This, believe
it or not, is where many shops

in the radio then use the circuit

from the manufacturer.

shown in Fig. 5. This circuit charges

Test Equipment

not eliminate the battery.

In both circuits the fuse should
be a 10 amp slow -blow type and

test equipment. Everything is within easy reach. Yet it is inexpensive
and doesn't require a lot of space.
If you do even a modest amount
of car radio work a separate bench

fall down. A battery eliminator
does

They're OK for checking every
circuit except the automatic tuning.
They do not have sufficient current
to pull in the solenoid used on auto
radios. Sometimes by turning the
voltage wide open the solenoid will

pull in but then you don't know if
it would work properly in the car.
Also, if you turn the voltage way
up, after the solenoid pulls in the
set may be hit with twice it's rated
voltage or more!
The only way to get around the
problem is to use car batteries. You
don't have to run out and buy new

ones, just ask your gas station or

garage to save the next 6- and

12-v battery he takes out. A battery

that won't supply the high current

needed to start a car will supply
1 to 10 amp to a car radio. Also
you'll be charging the battery most
of the time so it doesn't matter how
good they are.
If you have a battery eliminator

that's designed to run a transistor
radio (good filtering) you can use
it to charge the batteries. Hook

the battery that isn't being used.
An inexpensive trickle charger could
be connected in place of the battery

eliminator with this hook-up.
both the volt meter and the ampere
meter should be 0-15 amp/v. SW1

should be at least 10 amp. The
cheapest switch with this rating is
a knife type. Coiled clip leads hung

under the shelf above your bench
is a convenient way to bring the
power out, and a central position
is usually best.

Since we've taken care of the

power supply, the next need is for
a test speaker. The speaker can
be any 3.2 f2 type. Don't use an

old one with a rip in the cone-

customers aren't impressed with dis-

torted sound. Mount the speaker
in a baffle and hang it properly
above or below your bench. Don't

are convenient.
Service manuals, with schematics,

are an essential tool for servicing
auto radios. These are available

You will need all of the usual test
equipment: VTVM, tube tester and

a signal generator which is rarely
used but badly needed when it is.
There are two pieces of equipment which a lot of shops overlook:

a good signal tracer and a scope.
Sets that turn out to be "dogs" become routine when a scope and
signal tracer is at hand. It's best
if you have both, but one or the
other is an absolute must. The scope

does not have to be a wide band,
sensitive, high -gain instrument. You

need only to see the signal and
trace it from stage to stage.
Bench Hand Tools

These are the same as those used
in the car. If you do a lot of auto
radio repair it pays to have two
sets. If you don't, then keep all of
the hand tools in the top tray of the

use up bench space uselessly by lay-

auto repair caddy and simply put

get poked full of holes this way.
Coiled leads hung under the shelf

to the car.

ing it on the bench. Also it can
above your bench are also convenient for the speaker.

A standard antenna is needed,
not a piece of wire. The antenna
can be located anywhere as long

the tray on the bench when working
there and in the caddy before going
This may sound like a lot of work

and expense, but it isn't. Having
the right tool for a job pays and
keeps on paying long after you've
taken it for granted.

BATTERY
ELIMINATOR

Fig.

4-Hookup of
bat-

transistor -type

tery eliminator used
to trickle -charge auto
at
batteries
radio
test and repair

E CUT

bench.

10A

BATTERY
CHARGER

Fig. 5-Hookup for
regular battery elimsupply
inator
trickle charger.

or
The

SW1

battery not in use is
always

Fig. 3-Test and repair bench for auto radios is organized
for maximum efficiency.
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Reach For Your VTVM
Check those leaky and open capacitors fast with an ac meter
4 9eove 7,4c'eeip acrd Delved Taw 94619ez

CI

CHOKE

II7vAC

C3

1
I

Fig.

.,

1-The condition of

How many times have you been
with

your

oscilloscope
down? The answer is probably

`plenty' if you've been a technician
for long. But don't give up just
because your scope isn't handy.
Your VTVM will fill the breach,
save the day and cut your capacitor
troubleshooting time in half or even
less.

To check an open or leaking
filter we could use the scope. With
the probes attached to the capacitor

we could study the waveform on
the screen and compare the P -P
ripple value with manufacturers
specifications-if shown on the

schematic. We could also bridge
the suspected capacitor with another
of the same value and if this shows

38
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1

filter capacitors is determined by measuring ripple
voltage across C2 and C3.
The ac line input filter, Cl,
is checked by determining
the voltage drop across it.

caught

\

. .kt
\

...----, ,"

favorable results, we're OK. But,
under the circumstances, let's switch

to the VTVM and see if we can't
speed things up a bit.
Practical Approach
First, switch your VTVM to the

150 vac range and work down pro-

gressively to the 10 vac range, or
at least in that general area. The
black lead naturally goes to ground

or B- and the red ac probe is

moved from one positive capacitor
terminal to another in succession.
The ac voltage must be low on a
normally operated filter. The first
filter in a pi network (C2 Fig. 1)

will usually show not more than
10 v-ranging from about 3 to 10
v RMS. Ripple across the second

filter in the network will usually
be less than 1 v RMS-decreasing
with the third filter, if one is used.
If you find more than 1 v on the
second filter and the picture and
sound controls are set normal, then

the odds are good that you have

a defective capacitor.
As in any other measuring technique, practice makes perfect, and
with a little training you will find
that a voltage fluctuation, or a slight

deviation from that normally expected, will lead you quickly to the
faulty component. To quickly
double-check you can now unsolder,
or snip out the suspected capacitor
leads, substitute a known -to -be -good

unit and check results.
The same procedure can be used

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

B+

13+

El+

2-Coupling and by-

pass capacitors are checked

with ac VTVM.

C2

CI

Fig.

Hr

C4

C3

\

to check paper by-pass capacitors.
A defective horizontal output tube
screen or cathode bypass capacitor,
for example, is a common cause

of no picture, or narrow picture.
A quick check with a VTVM ac
probe will show if a capacitor is
open (C3, C4 Fig. 2). The same
one -volt ac technique applies here.
If the voltage exceeds this amount,
a new capacitor should be shunted
across the suspected unit. Remember, we are talking about ac voltage
here. This technique can be em-

ployed to check almost all bypass

capacitors down to the smallest
value-limited only by the frequen-

cy response of your VTVM and
probe.
Coupling Capacitor Checks

Will this system work for coupling capacitors? It sure will. And

go back to power supplies
where a large value "doubler" or
series -coupling electrolytic is used
in the ac line input to the power
supply (C1, Fig. 1). The negative
lead of this capacitor is usually
let's

connected to the ac power line and
the positive side goes to the silicon
or selenium rectifiers. If you have

a dead power supply and suspect
this capacitor is open, then you can
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use your VTVM as follows:

Select a high voltage scale between 120 and 200 v RMS. The
same amount of voltage should appear on both sides of this capacitor.
If there is a voltage drop it should
not normally exceed 10 percent.
If you find 117 von one side of the
capacitor and very little or none on
the other, the capacitor is obviously

AGC Circuits

There are two points in AGC
circuits where you can use your
VTVM ac scale to advantage. One

is on the AGC line itself. If the
meter shows excessive fluctuation
across the AGC line you may have
a defective AGC bypass capacitor.

If this capacitor is open or other-

open.

wise defective, it usually shows up
as picture flash, vibration, bends

check both sides of the coupling
capacitor between horizontal and
vertical oscillator and output tube

in general.

Your VTVM can be used to

circuits (C1, C2 Fig. 2). This check
is especially useful in tracing sweep -

voltage loss in both horizontal and
vertical circuits. It will work on
almost all circuits except those using single -tube

combined multi-

vibrator/output circuits. It works
perfectly in blocking oscillators or
other circuits with separate oscillator/amplifier tubes. You simply
check the ac voltage on one side
of the coupling capacitor connected
to the plate circuit of the oscillator

tube and the other side of the capacitor which feeds into the grid
of the

output tube. A voltage

difference of 10 percent on either
side can indicate a defective capacitor.

and sporadic operation of the set
The second point in AGC circuits

where you can use your ac meter
is to check for loss or insufficient

AGC. A high ac voltage (from
150 to 500 v) exists on the plate
of keyed or "gated" AGC tubes.
The trouble can be traced back to
the pulse source-generally originating in the horizontal output or
flyback circuit. An open capacitor
is frequently found.

This method can be used to

check out a lot of bypass and coupling capacitors in five minutes. And

if you are simply trying to locate
a single fault, if you know your
meter and how to use it and you
are thoroughly familiar with the
circuit, you can pin -point the fault

in less than a minute.
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Select your customer wisely
and increase your annual returns with an effective
PART I

DON'T
Reams of printed advice have
been purveyed to the general public
on the subject of selecting a desir-

able TV -radio, Hi Fi technician.
It naturally follows that a close

look at the other side of the coin
reveals the inevitable correlary: the

problem of selecting a desirable
customer. And if you extend credit,

your problem is to prevent the
wrong kind of customers from push-

ing you into bankruptcy!
It is well known that short-term
and long-term credit has become a
way of life. It is now a multi -billion
dollar business. When properly

handled, one or both methods of

selling can increase your sales and
your annual income. But this cannot be done successfully unless you
establish an effective credit system.
Even before you begin, however,
you must decide how much credit
you can afford to extend. You will
require adequate working capital to
obtain maximum benefits from
credit sales-especially installment
credit sales. Handling your own

financing will result in larger returns. But if you don't have sufficient capital you can still sell on
installment credit by making arrangements to transfer your credit
contracts to banks or to sales finance or finance companies. These

companies get the interest on the
credit loans but you can still maintain competitive benefits, increased
sales and customer good will.
A Credit System
Many factors enter into the
establishment of an effective credit

40
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TABLE

I

Date

CREDIT APPLICATION QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

Name

2.

Address

3.

Telephone Number

5.

Age

7.

Name (Spouse)

8.

Number and ages of children

9.

Employment

10.

system. A system's "leniency" or
"strictness," for example, will be
conditioned by these factors. As a
broad, general guide, the factors
can be placed in two categories 1)
those

which relate

Employment
(Spouse)

(Company)

(Address)

(Position)

(Company)

(Address/

(Position)

12.

Do you own your own home?

13.

Do you own a car?

114.

With whom do you bank?

15.

Have you ever received credit from (this store)?

16.

List other local merchants with whom you have credit.
Name of Merchant
1.

relating to the individual customer.

2.

In the first category, of course,
must be placed changing local and

Do You rent?

Address

3.

national business conditions that

Is the local government increasing
property taxes? Are local bank rates
restraining or relaxing credit conditions? Even more important, has
local employment or wages increased-possibly increasing the
amount of money in circulation and

Divorced

Married

Total income per month

to objective

couraging or discouraging spending?

Single

Female

Male

11.

business conditions and 2) those

may affect your credit policy. Is
the Federal Government now en-

4.
6.

(State)

(City)

(Street)

credit sales system

(Middle)

(First)

(Last)

14.

17.

What is your present debt?
Amount of Debt

Name of l'ercl.ant

1.
2.
3.
14.

I hereby affirm that my answers to the foregoing questions are true and correct and
that I have not knowingly withheld any facts or circumstances that would, if disI understand that any misrepresentation
closed, affect my application unfavorably.
or concealment of a material fact will be sufficient grounds for disapproval.

creating a more liberal public spending mood? Are other local service dealers extending credit or tighten-

Signature of Applicant

ing up on credit sales? Are your
distributors more liberal or less
liberal in their credit dealings with
you? What is the extent and effectiveness of manufacturers' advertising of products you sell? These are
only some of the objective factors
involved.

closely interrelated but character is
rated the prime factor. The second
important factor is income or ability

Determining Credit Risks

importance is capital, the goods and

In the second category we are
concerned with basic factors that
determine the degree of risk involved in an individual contract.
The formula varies but the one
generally used by merchants in
classifying a credit risk includes the
buyer's character, income and
capital. These three factors are
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of the customer to pay. Of least
property which an individual possesses in excess of what he owes.
Capital assumes increased importance only in the event the customer's income is cut off and when he
must fall back on his assets to pay
his debts.
The three aforementioned factors
must always be considered in rela-

tion to each other in determining
the degree of risk involved in an
individual contract. This is true
because character, for example, assumes less importance if the factor
of income is deficient. Hence, willingness to pay a debt without suffi-

cient income does not result in a
low credit risk. On the other hand,
some individuals with adequate income are slow in paying for various

reasons and this also pushes the
risk -rate

higher. Likewise,

if a

person's job is not reasonably se -

41

cure, the factor of capital assumes
more -than -normal importance.
TABLE II

Credit System Mechanics

The fi it step in determining a
credit risi: is to obtain certain in-

INSTALLMENT CREDIT CONTRACT

formation concerning the prospective customer. The Credit Applica-

tion Questionnaire (Table I) can
be used for this purpose and is

(Name)

self-explanatory.

If you are a member of a credit
bureau located in your community,
you may be able to obtain reliable
and helpful information regarding
the prospective customer by making
a telephone call to the organization.

If a completed questionnaire indicates that you are justified in extending credit to a customer, stip-

ulate the date of payment, or in
the case of installment payments,

(Address)

hereby promise to make payments to (John's TV Service, 10 Main St.,
Anycity, Anystate) of the debt created the
in the amount of $
rate of
day of
months.

7, per annum, totaling $
,

19

day of

,

19

together with interest thereon at the simple
, beginning the

and continuing each

Each monthly payment will be $

Date

day of

consecutive

.

Signature

the amount of interest and the dates

Signature

and amounts of each payment. A
John's TV Service
10 Main Street
Anycity, Anystate

sample installment contract is shown

in Table II. A written contract is
unnecessary in some states, but in
other states a written contract is
essential to make the sale binding
by law.

1,#######################~#,I4#~4~~#######################4.~.4###~#~

Fast Paying Trick
on Small Charges

Occasionally, a customer you

a method that almost guarantees a

know well needs a fuse or a small
tube and comes in without his billfold. If you run a credit system, the
small cost of the item is not worth
the time consumed in the normal
routine of opening a credit account.
Also, the time-consuming formal
procedure may alienate a good

fast pay-off and builds a lot of good
will. Here's an example.
Mr. Good Customer enters your

customer.

that your business has no credit
system or that the procedure for

If you don't run a credit store,

shop to buy a $1.75 tube. When
he reaches for his wallet, however,
he discovers that he left it at home.

He wants to know if you'll trust
him til tomorrow. Either explain

again you stand the chance of losing
a good customer. Although techni-

opening an account is quite involved

cally a "charge" transaction, here's
a simple way around this dilemma-

Pull a couple of dollars out of your

42

but that you do have a solution.
own pocket and give it to him as

a loan. Mr. Good Customer then
pays you for the tube and you give
him the change. Explain that he

owes you, not the business, and
that the accounting system would
be fouled up any other way or that
your accountant might "kill" you.
Mr. Good Customer will consider
your act a great personal favor and
will go out of his way to return the

money as quickly as he can.
One retailer even gives his employees two or three dollars each
to handle such cases in his absence.
Try it. It works wonders!
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Weller's Sabre Saw.

Drilling the mast of a boat for an antenna
with a battery -powered drill. It is strongly

urged that this type shoe not be worn on
boats if you ever want to do more work for
the owner.

Regular two -speed drill made by Wen.

SAVE
TIME
WITH
POWER
TOOLS

Battery -powered drill comes in handy for antenna installations.

New power tools, and some of
the old standbys as well, deserve
technicians' attention. It is no
longer practical for electronic tech-

nicians to operate with only nut
drivers, a pair of long -nose pliers
and a soldering iron or gun.
Most technicians have a standard

drill on hand to remove rivets and
mount new parts but few have given

any thought to owning a power
drill
being used aboard boat to drill holes for
new instrument installation.
Black

and

Decker's

battery -powered

screwdriver for the shop or one of
the battery -powered drills for outside work. Not only does battery operated equipment save time and
trouble in hookup, but it has many

Carbide masonry and brick bits are handy
for antenna installations and where it is
necessary to mount fixtures or outlets on
brick or cement surfaces.

safety features as well. Indeed,
many technicians engaged in marine
work will use nothing else. And
antenna installers not only find them

electrically safer and time saving
but particularly easy to climb with
on roofs and ladders since there is
no cord to trip over or become entangled in their feet.

Power

screwdriver

mounted

over

bench

speeds assembly and disassembly work in
many TV -radio, Hi
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Fi

shops.

Sound system installers too have
found some special tools which are
time savers. But rather than list the
obvious, let's use the space to show
some pictures. You'll probably get
some ideas we haven't even thought
of yet!

SoLnd system installers fnd this drill made
by Black & Decker particularly valuable where
cables must be run through joists.
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A story about
spooks, snivets

and the `Hausenst

Diode, Spark
and Bark
"Darn it Scoot," Bob said to his
Saturday helper, "vertical lines are

almost always caused by trouble
somewhere in the horizontal output

circuit so that's the most logical
place to begin looking. Vertical
lines from the flyback or yoke,
`snivets,'

barkhausen oscillations
and drive lines are all symptoms of
horizontal output or damper stage
trouble."

Bob had just finished lecturing
Scoot after he had spent most of
Saturday looking for vertical line
trouble in an oscillator stage. Bob
was now reviewing his lecture.

"Remember, snivets are almost
always found on the right side of
the raster. They are always dark
vertical lines-usually a little ragged

on the right side. You may see
one or a half -dozen. Also, you'll

normally find that the snivets are
more pronounced with a blank
raster than with a picture.
"A new horizontal output tube

inevitable Saturday lectures included

generally clears up snivets but make

were loaded with so much down-

sure you try more than one before

you give up. A tube that causes
snivets in one set may be perfectly
normal in another. If a new tube
fails to give you better results, try
putting an adjustable ion trap
around the horizontal output tube.

Position the ion trap on the tube
for minimum interference and then
adjust it like you would on the neck
of a CRT. Some manufacturers say

the ion trap may shorten the life
of the tube though.
"Any questions so far?"
"No. It all sounds so easy when

you go over it that I feel like a
fool when I'm up against one of
these dogs."

not only a lot of fundamental information he already knew, but they
to-earth information that wasn't
getting into the technical books. So
he listened.
"Unlike the snivet lines, the yoke caused lines are lighter than the

raster background. The lines are
usually most intense at the left side
of the raster and get weaker toward
the right side. If you inspect the

vertical lines, you'll also find that
the raster line is kinked where the

raster line and the vertical lines
cross.

The focus may be poor near the
vertical lines

and the

lines

are

usually more intense at the top and
bottom of the screen than they are
at the center. As another check,

you'll find that the lines can be

Yoke Trouble

"Now," Bob resumed, "vertical
lines

acting. And Scoot knew that Bob's

from the yoke or flyback

transformer are not so simple to
spot. The best thing to do is classify the problems separately. Let's
start with the yoke first. Get that
pencil and take this down; it'll help
you remember."
Scoot was moody and quiet because of Bob's attitude. Bob was

not really angry, though, in fact
he actually got a kick out of play -

moved around a bit if the ion trap
or horizontal
slightly."

drive is

changed

"Bob, I've seen cases where you

tried to get rid of the same thing
you've just described and even with
a new yoke you couldn't clear all of

it up."
"That's true in some of the older
sets, Scoot. Most of the time, it

can still be blamed on the yoke,
though. But since no TV set is
perfect, we can't be expected to

VERTICAL
LINES
PART II

pade,6 /4.
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make them work perfect when they

values of series resistors with the

come in for repair. In most cases,
all we can do is put them in about

capacitors. Wire in both units when

the same condition they were in
when they came off the assembly
line.' OK?"

Bob didn't wait for an answer

but went on.
"Sometimes the lines on the left
side of the raster appear just after

a yoke has been replaced. When
a

this is the case, the cause is usually
the matching network in the yoke
or an incorrect replacement. Check
the replacement yoke to be sure it
is correct and check the matching
components inside the yoke to be
sure they are correct.

"Any changes you make in the
yoke network should be done with
care. Use only close -tolerance capacitors and be sure they can take

about 3 kv-5 kv just to be safe."
"If you aren't sure of what value
to use in the anti -ringing network,
get that old transmitter air capacitor
I keep with the test equipment and
hook it across the horizontal yoke
winding. Make sure you only touch
the knob because you can get quite
a jolt from it. Adjust the capacitor
for straight raster lines. When the
lines are straight, measure the capacitance and put in a good replacement near that value.
"If you have trouble getting
straight raster lines, try different

you've found the proper values."
"I'll be darned," Scoot beamed,
"I've always wondered how you
could figure out the proper values
for those components. What about
the variable capacitor range?"
"The one I use is about 35 to 180
pf-that's normally plenty of range.
It's off an old transmitter but you
can pick them up at most distrib-

utors with the proper value. The
only thing you have to be careful
of is their voltage breakdown. Of
course the dielectric is actually air,
so you won't hurt the capacitor but
you could damage the flyback."

they were in the middle. This is the
main difference between the two."

"You must also keep in mind
when troubleshooting these circuits,
either the yoke or the flyback may

promote ringing caused by some
other element-especially flyback
ringing. Any number of things may

be at fault, though the most frequent offenders are the width or
linearity coil or a capacitor which
has been inserted across some of
the flyback windings to increase
the width. Always check the adjustment on these components before you begin troubleshooting, too.

If I know you, you'd be half the
day before you decided to adjust
the set."
"All right, all right! You don't

Flyback Trouble

Bob got his breath and continued
with the briefing.
"Some technicians have trouble
telling the difference between ringing

caused by the flyback and ringing
caused by the yoke."
"Well, how do you tell the differ-

ence?" Scoot asked. "I remember
last week you were able to tell the
difference just by looking at the
raster."
"That's right. You remember
when I pointed out some of the details found in yoke -caused vertical
lines. I mentioned that the intensity
of the lines were usually greater at
the top and bottom of the line than

have to rub it

in. Did you ever
stop to think that maybe I'm just

'champion' troubleshooter like you? And that reminds
me. Do you remember that set you
not a born

were working on-oh, maybe a
month ago? The one that had horizontal linearity trouble? As I recall,
you ended up replacing the flyback;

but I remember you were measuring the line voltage and all kinds
of strange things before you diagnosed it. What about that?"
OK Scoot. I'll explain that later.

It's time to close-up shop now,I'll see you next Saturday bright
and early."

Flyback ringing may be confused with yoke ringing if careful attention

Lines caused by yoke trouble have a greater intensity at the top
and bottom of the picture. Note that the raster lines are bent where
white line crosses them. This is peculiar to yoke troubles.
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is not paid to the intensity and kink in the yoke -caused line. Do
not confuse the fold which may take place in the flyback line with
the kink in yoke -caused trouble.
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Typical batteries used in transistor radios.

Batteries can mean a substantial portion

SELLING

of your profit picture; this low-cost, fast-moving
stock takes up little space and builds store traffic
According to a research report, portable radios were
turned on more hours in the U. S. last year than plugin sets, almost half of all homes had a portable radio
and it was operating an average of nine hours per week.
This accounts for the fact that the ten most popular
transistor batteries make up 90 percent of today's battery sales.

Few electronics items are as well suited to mass merchandising as batteries. Batteries are bought on
impulse, which means people buy them when they see
them displayed and are reminded of their need for them

Virtually every shopper is a potential battery
He buys batteries several times each year.
When and where he buys them depends a good deal
upon the battery point -of -purchase display he sees;
which must (1) catch his eye, (2) stop him, (3) sell
buyer.

him.

banners along with their battery display packages.
Some battery displays have built in testers. The
idea that both old and new batteries can be tested at
the point -of -purchase has established some businesses
as neighborhood headquarters for all battery supplies.
TV -Radio service dealers should evaluate blister pack batteries. These appear attractive to the customer,

are simple to display, practically eliminate pilferage,
and actually help sell the customer. Though all popular
types are not available in blister -pack,. such packaging
does offer distinct advantages.
Blister -pack batteries are also easily and attractively displayed by hanging them on simple pegboard
setups.
Good merchandising is simply good showmanship.

It's your silent salesman-the one that doesn't cost

you anything.

Since the electronics industry has a well grounded

stake in the battery business, and since the business
is booming, dealers will do well to know something
about the self-service shopper, and the self-service
battery displays available from manufacturers.

Merchandising History

The history of battery merchandising is the history

Displays

of batteries. As the demand for them grew, virtually
every channel of trade took note-and wanted in on
a share of the profit.

Displays can make as much of an impression as
the product itself. Though customers may not buy
today, they may remember the display and return to
the store when they need batteries.
Because they buy in large quantities, the manufacturer may offer his display free-or at substantially

by standard flashlight batteries. There were several
reasons for this: they were a ready source; they were
inexpensive; people were familiar with the flashlight
loading principal; they were sold in virtually every
channel of distribution.
The thing that was unsatisfactory about first mer-

reduced prices.
Some displays can be put near windows so they're

seen from the street. Window shoppers may see the
display inside the store, be reminded of their battery
need and come in to stock up.
In the same manner, window banners attract the
casual shopper. Some manufacturers pack window
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Portable equipment, in the beginning, was powered

chandising of batteries was that it was too easy for
dealers to put them under shelves, or in back rooms,
and wait for people to come in and ask for them.
Good advice to the electronic representative interested in increasing his sales of batteries is to familiarize himself with the basic types of dry batteries, their
characteristics, and common applications.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

TRANSISTOR

BATTERIES

E=

Batteries
on

a

displayed
blister pack

rack.

A wire rack used to
blister
pack
hold
batteries takes up

little space.

PACKAGED POWER
Battery Types

Carbon-zinc-Best remembered as the common
flashlight battery, the carbon -zinc cell is comparatively
low priced. It performs with a gradually falling discharge curve. It should be stored in cool locations

(even a refrigerator), and used intermittently, as in
a flashlight, rather than with a steady drain. Watch
the temperature if you display batteries in a window
where the sun might damage them.
Alkaline Manganese-These batteries perform
well in high and low temperatures. They have a gradually falling discharge curve, good shelf life, and may
give up to 100 percent more energy than carbon -zinc
batteries. They perform well under heavy duty, high

drain conditions, and are commonly sold to power

movie cameras, photoflash equipment, emergency lights

and appliances requiring high current capacity and
continued use. They are more expensive than carbon zinc batteries, but last longer when current demands

are great. Because of their higher cost, they may be
less economical than carbon -zinc batteries for use in
flashlights, portable radios or similar low drain applications.

Mercury batteries-Mercury batteries have a relatively flat discharge curve and long shelf life. They

may be used when high capacity is required from a
battery taking up a minimum of space.
They perform well on intermittent or continuous
use. They require no recuperation period. Because
they are a compact power supply, they are frequently
used in transistorized equipment like radios, walkietalkies and hearing aids.
Silver oxide-These batteries discharge with a
flat discharge curve. They perform better than mercury
batteries under low temperature conditions. They are
used in small hearing aids and watches. They may be
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button -like cells made to be used with equipment for
which they are specifically designed.
Rechargeable batteries-Two types of rechargeable batteries are currently in use-alkaline and nickel cadmium.

The nickel -cadmium battery performs well under
a wide range of conditions. This type of battery may
be included as a built-in part of a tool or appliance,
or it may be bought as a separate power pack. It is
more costly but will withstand more abuse.
Stock

Service dealers should inventory at least some
alkaline and mercury types and know when and how
to sell them to their customers. This will enable the
dealer to earn a higher profit and uphold the reputation

for "service." In this direction one manufacturer is
helping the dealer get the story over to his customers

by making available close to half a million pocket
folders which, in layman's terms, explains the difference between basic battery systems.
Although alkaline types are higher priced, they
offer another advantage to service dealers. Now with
three or four types, he can fill a wide range of battery
needs-lighting, photographic, electronic applications,
as well as transistor radios; while being assured longer
shelf life.
Today's modern TV -Radio service dealer should
take advantage of the continued growth of the battery
market. With proper store identification, a minimum
of modern merchandising, and some sensible inventory
investment, he can profitably carry a name -brand line

of batteries. On all three counts, his electronic distributor's salesmen can be his first and probably best
source of knowledge and assistance.
Information and photo credit: Burgess, ITT,
Mallory, RCA, Ray -O -Vac, Union Carbide.
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Use the proper iron and soldering techniques
to eliminate losses from repeat jobs

SOLDERING --PROFIT OR
Last month we discussed solder alloys and fluxes. But the best solder and solder

flux made can't guarantee a good connection unless you take additional
steps. We can outline these steps as three basic rules of procedure.

CONSIDER THE WORK

that has a varnish insulation on the bare wire, you
can remove the varnish with a small ball of cotton
dipped in Acetone.

If it is necessary to solder a ground wire to a
Be sure the work is clean before attempting to painted chassis, the paint can be removed with fine
solder. And it isn't necessary to "scrape" the work
steel wool dipped in paint thinner or Acetone. Be
to clean it. If the surface is covered with wax or
careful to wipe the area clean, however, and be sure
grease, clean it with an ordinary cotton swab dipped
in an Acetone solution.
If you are connecting a transformer or coil lead

it is free of tiny steel -wool particles that may cause
trouble. Never use dry steel wool or emery cloth to

CONSIDER THE IRON

on delicate, miniature type circuits, many of the
lighweight irons are more than adequate to do all

clean a lug or other terminal-there's too much

the required soldering operations.
When soldering directly to a heavy chassis, it is
best to use a larger surfaced tip in a higher tempera-

Be sure to use the proper iron for the work you
are doing. To activate the flux, melt the solder and
do a good solder job, the soldering iron must provide
sufficient heat to raise the temperature of the metals
being joined. Soldering irons are available in many
types. Straight irons range from the 20-w miniature
to the heavy duty 550-w giant.
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ture range soldering iron. The soldering iron is
merely a heat transfer device: to supply the work
piece with sufficient heat to melt the solder. Hence,
make sure the soldering tip is not too small or too
large.

The weight of a soldering iron is not importantthe temperature range of the tip is. When working

The straight iron-operating directly from an ac
line, or through a transformer-is considered best
for continuous shop or bench work by some technicians. Soldering guns-available in heat ranges
from less than 100 to 325 w-are ideal for outside

CONSIDER SOLDERING TECHNIQUES

the proper iron is used. Just follow these simple

Be sure you are using the proper tools and materials correctly. In simple terms, the soldering
operation is the application of heat to the surfaces
being joined, and the application of solder in its
proper alloy and gage. As previously stressed, only
60/40 alloy solder should be used for radio and
TV work. The soldering operation is easy when

grease.

steps:

1. Be sure the work is clean and free of wax or

2. Use the proper size tip for the work you are
doing.

3. Apply the tip to the work, leaving sufficient
room to apply solder directly to the joint. Never
apply the cored solder wire to the soldering tiponly to the work (see Fig. 2).

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Fig. 1-A 'manual'
thermostat can bring
your straight bench
iron up to working
within
temperature
by
a few seconds
the switch
closing
shunting the lamp.
Switch is left open
when iron is not in

LOSS?
PART II

use.

Conclusion

4 neea.

at'keN

Multicore Sales Corp.

danger of trouble being caused by particles dropping
into chassis components. Carefully clean away all

dirt or film you can see. The rosin flux in modern
cored solders will remove and retard the oxide you
can't see so the molten solder can flow freely into the

joint during the soldering operation. Make certain
that the wires or members to be joined remain in
tight,

stable contact with each other during the

soldering process. Movement or vibration of the
members will generally result in a poor solder joint.

Fig. 2-Always apply the solder to the work area-not to the
iron tip.

service or intermittent bench work. The straight
iron should be thermostatically controlled to aid in
keeping it clean, properly tinned, and maintain the
correct temperature.
A low cost shop constructed "manual" thermostat
can be easily made with a cleat socket, low wattage

lamp, switch, some wire and a plug (see Fig. 1).
The lamp socket is wired in series with the soldering

iron supply voltage and the switch is wired into
the circuit to bypass the lamp when necessary. With

the lamp in the circuit, the iron is kept at a proper
warming temperature until ready for use. When

Fig. 3-The iron tip
be
should always
clean and properly
tinned so it can
transfer the maximum heat to the
work. Use a piece

of toweling, canvass
or other waste cloth
to wipe the tip clean
before soldering.

ready to solder, the switch is closed, cutting the lamp
out of the circuit and bringing the iron to its operating temperature in seconds.

4. Never keep an excess amount of solder on the
soldering tip-only enough to keep it tinned. Above

all-keep the tip clean (see Fig. 3).
5. Pre -tin wires and leads. Stranded leads should
be twisted together before tinning.
6. Use a soldering aid instead of your fingers; it
avoids accidents and helps you get into tight places
(see Fig. 4).
Fig. 4-Soldering aids are useful for many
one is being used to remove insulation from
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operations. This
a shielded cable.
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TOOLS FOR
Update your 'bread and butter' equipment

and do the job better and faster

Man's progress through history is marked by milestones made in the shape of tools. And when the
proper tool has been applied to the task for which

ment, has already created the need for new service
tools. "Watchmakers" paraphernalia is now showing
up on more TV -radio, Hi Fi work benches. Jeweler's
pliers, screwdrivers, magnifying glasses and tweezers

it was designed, the job has been finished easier, faster
and with increased returns in money or time.
Quick changes are now taking place in electronics
technology and servicing techniques. Tomorrow's
electronic equipment-probably with microminiaturized
circuitry-will call for different service techniques and
new tools. Ordinary transistorized circuitry, now being

have become standard equipment on the transistorportable repair bench.
It would be impossible to list all the new tools
recently designed to speed up and make TV -radio, and
Hi Fi technicians' work easier. We have selected and
show only a few typical examples here, including some
"standard -equipment" items.

used in more home and industrial electronic equip-
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BUSY TECHNICIANS
Vaco's crimping tool and bolt cutter.
2 GC wire stripper.
3 Xcelite bentnose seizer.
1

4 GC "C" washer and retaining ring tool.
5 GC 300 ohm feedline tool.
6 Techni-Tool's flush -cutting diagonals.

7 Diamond's longnose tip cutter.
8 Diamond's curved needlenose.
9 Oryx miniature pliers.
10 Channellock heat sink.

11 Weller pencil iron.
12 ENDECO printed board desoldering/resoldering iron.

13 Exacto soldering aid chuck with tool tips.
14 Hexacon miniature soldering iron and tips.
15 Ungar 15 w 'Imperial.'
16 JFD adjustment tools.
17 Zippertubing's cable sealing tool for PA installers.
18 General Electric's 'Capacitor Tab Adjuster.'
19 Xcelite transistor radio terminal wrench.
20 Ungar tip cleaner.
21 Hexacon 'hatchet' shaped iron.

22 Wen 'pistol' iron.
23 Weller temperature controlled pencil iron.
24 Hunter dual diagonal/longnose.
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Put the damper on howls, squeals,

motorboating and microphonics by
understanding feedback and
spurious -oscillation problems

Stop Unwanted Oscillations
4 Ece9e1e 9eepste,i
A common sine wave radio frequency oscillator is an amplifier
with regenerative feedback. And
the fundamental principle is important to the operation of many electronic circuits: local oscillators in
superheterodyne receivers, carrier
frequency generators in transmitters,
etc.

But unwanted "feedback" in

RF, IF and audio

An efficient approach to the feedback and spurious -oscillation problem cannot be developed without a
practical understanding of feedback
theory.

transformer slug was restored to
its original position the snow returned. A careful check showed
that one other slug produced a
similar effect. At this point, the

Most technicians are aware that
an amplifier boosts its input signal.
When a portion of the boosted sig-

record showed, the bench technician
checked his test setup to determine

nal

is fed back to the input-in

phase with the incoming signalmore amplification results. A point
is

soon reached when the small

if a fault existed here.' Everything
in the test setup checked OK.
As every experienced bench tech-

nician would know, the normal
-0.5 v on the detector plate rose

current variations in the circuit are
strongly amplified. If the gain is
further increased, the amplifier
"takes off" and becomes an oscillator. To sustain oscillation, feedback may be coupled either capac-

to almost -25 v at the instant of

present irritant to TV -radio and

itively, inductively, or mechanically.
In any case, when an amplifier "gets

symptom in high frequency sections
of radio receivers.

Hi Fi technicians in their day-to-day

its

troubleshooting and repair work.

to "take -off" and oscillate.

circuits, can

create some frustrating problems
for technicians.
Today's electronic equipment designers take precautions against unwanted feedback and spurious oscillations. But feedback is an ever-

It arises for various reasons, includ-

ing incorrect lead dress, a missing
tube or coil shield, a misadjusted
neutralizing capacitor, or a defective bypass capacitor-to mention
only a few examples. And it fre-

tail in its mouth," it is going

Cases

A few actual cases from the records of TV -radio bench technicians

will illustrate better than pages of

"white out." A similar high negative voltage was found all along the

AGC line-which resulted in cutting off the first IF and RF amplifiers. This is a typical oscillation
Suspecting feedback, the bench
technician checked the shielding

around components, checked lead
dress and "jumped" bypass capacitors, but the fault was not located
here. Further checks showed that
the grid of the 5AM8 final IF amplifier was "floating." The socket

itself as howls,

theory-with no de -emphasis on the
importance of fundamental theory

squeals, motorboating, microphonics, "squegging," ringing in the TV

intended.
An Emerson 1500 was brought to

picture, and in a variety of other

the shop for service. The original

at the PC board terminal. The
small amount of video getting

through was coupled capacitively
and inductively to the tube's grid.

quently reveals

symptomatic forms.

complaint was no sound and a

Many technicians have never de-

"snowy" picture. Voltages in the
IF and video sections checked OK.
The technician noted on the record

veloped a reliable and systematic

that the set probably required an

approach to solving feedback problems. Resistance and voltage checks
seldom yield clues that point to the
trouble -source and frustrated technicians waste a lot of time chasing
off in all directions trying to locate
the trouble in a hit-or-miss fashion.

alignment-considering valid information which indicated the set had

Regenerative Feedback
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been "tinkered with" by a do-ityourselfer. When the very first adjustment was made on an IF transformer slug the picture "whited -out"

on the CRT screen. When the

was broken inside-and the grid
lead was open-but this did not
materially affect the meter reading

And sufficient coupling was present
to cause oscillation.
For variety, let's look at a partic-

ular case - a candidate for the

easiest troubleshooting job on record. An RCA KCS-98 was giving

out with a 400 cycle tone-and 7
horizontal black bars on the CRT
screen. When the missing shield of

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

the tuner's RF amplifier tube was
replaced, the problem was eliminated in short order!

TO

SOUND IF

Table -top radios, old or new, can

develop "oscillatory" problems. A

5AM8
3rd IF

1-Broken grid

Silvertone model 7040, for example,

Fig.

came to the shop in a "dead" condition-all tubes were dark. When
a burned out 12BA6 was replaced,
all tube heaters lit up. But when it
was tuned near a station it began
to "growl" and motorboat. A finger
placed on the chassis produced

caused

lead in

tube socket

TO DET
kCATHODE

6

9

severe oscil-

lation which blanked
out the picture in an
Emerson
set.

1500

TV

4.5MC

TO 2nd
VIDEO

11

IF

TO 4 5MC 160pf
TAKEOFF

ringing regardless of the tuning

8+

dial's position, though it was more

pronounced at the low frequency
end. Bypass capacitors were "jumpered" without success. Alignment
proved impossible-although align-

12DS7

DRIVER

ment had cured another radio that
displayed symptoms of a "similar"
nature. Shields were then placed

TO VOL CONT

over the IF amplifier and audio output tubes. This reduced the ring-

1

ing but did not solve the problem.
The new 12BA6 was replaced with
another new tube and the trouble
disappeared! The tube was slightly
microphonic. Feedback was taking
place at audio frequencies mechanically. The 12BA6 plate voltage
was being modulated by vibrations
reaching the tube elements. This is

a "fluke" situation-but watch for
it. If a single burned out tube replacement does not put the set in
proper operation, try one or more
similar tubes before you take off in
all directions.

A Buick 981968 had a high

pitched whistle all across the dial.
All bypass capacitors were shunted
but the whistle persisted. A new 350
pi electrolytic in the grid -1 lead
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350pf
TO AUDIO
OUTPUT
I

TO FILS

I
Fig. 2-A 350 /if electrolytic, which checked good on a capacitor tester, caused a high pitched
whistle all across the dial in a Buick auto radio.

of the 12DS7 stopped the howl.
The original unit checked OK in
a reliable capacitor tester.
A Systematic Approach

With

so many symptoms and

causes to contend with, can a systematic troubleshooting approach

be applied to feedback cases?
Experienced technicians already
know that the first thing to check
Continued on page 77
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TOUGH DOG CORNER
Difficult Service Jobs Described by Readers
An eleven in. portable Admiral
TV, chassis C21A1Y, was brought

shielded cable and at once the set
sprang to life! Once this happened
the explanation was simple. The

onto my bench with no high voltage.
The appropriate tubes were changed
without favorable result. Waveform

keyed AGC pulse was fed from the
transformer partly through this
shielded cable. In making the orig-

Shorted Turn

and drive at the horizontal output
tube grid were OK as well as the
screen voltage, but no RF was being developed at the plate. With
the high voltage rectifier removed

inal connections, the heat had apparently melted the insulation between the inner and outer conductors and had shorted after the set
had been in use for a while. This
had the effect of placing a shorted
turn around the high voltage transformer making it completely in-

there was still no RF.

Capacitors C435, C433, C432
and every likely (and some unlikely!) components were checked
but still the trouble persisted.
Then I noted that various other
circuits in the set were fed from

operative.

Somebody else can sweep the
factory floor-for a while anyway!
Reg. Bartlett, Windsor, Ontario,
Canada.

the boosted B + and these were
disconnected to ensure that they
were not over -loading the high voltage circuit. Still no luck.
The high voltage transformer and

Lead -In Trouble

A call was received with the com-

plaint that only one UHF station
could be received. This was the
local station. Making the call, I

yoke were tested and found good,
but in order to make certain were

changed anyway. By now I was

figured the tuner was bad. The tubes

trouble and the people next door
asked for service a moment later.
I tried to figure what would block
out all of these sets. We have a
TV cable system in town, and I
thought that possibly, in some remote way it could be the cause.
I contacted the cable people and
they sent out an engineer and one
of their service technicians. They
thought at first I was crazy but on
examination became as baffled as I.
We then took an antenna and field
strength meter to check for oscilla-

tions but picked up nothing. The
cable signal was even killed, but
the sets were still operable on only
one channel.

We figured that all the sets in
this one block could not go bad at
the same time or that all of them
could not be struck by lightning at
the same time, so we took a signal
strength meter and climbed the antenna tower. At the antenna we had

a 140 /AN signal and at the sets

not leaving anything to chance. The

checked good so I pulled the set

nothing. Then we knew it was the

set

zero. I began to wonder if I could

checked perfect. I took a portable

twin lead. Changing the wire solved

to check the tuner, but the

results were the same-a big fat
get a nice quiet job sweeping a

TV to the customer's home and it

factory floor somewhere!

only received one channel too. Now

As I was poking around on the

I began to feel it was the antenna.
When going out to my truck the
man downstairs said he was having

underside of the printed board
chassis I happened to move a
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ed. I'm enclosing a piece of wire.
Jack Fennasi, Oylesly, Illinois.
looked as if it were from an ocean
-front installation. It was a good
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quality wire and had none of the
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characteristics commonly found in
"weathered" wire.-Ed.
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drawings to illustrate whenever neces-
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outside of the wire which had a high
resistance on every piece we check-

The piece of wire we received

1 MEC

-- -HEIGHT- - - -0

10424

the problem. But how could all of
the wire go bad at about the same
time? There was a substance on the

sary. A rough sketch will do. Photographs
are
desirable.
Unacceptable
items will be returned if accompanied
by a stamped envelope.
Send your
entries to "Tough Dog" Editor, ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, 1 East First St.,

Duluth, Minnesota 55802.
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ANOTHER GREAT ADDITION TO THE
FAMOUS SERIES OF B&K ANALYSTS

SIMPLIFIES
AND

Compact Model 1074

TELEVISION

T

SPEEDS

TV SERVICING

FOR BLACK & WHITE
and COLOR
Provides Thinnest

Horizontal Line and

RAgiansam.,
EmEzzi

Smallest Dot Patterns

(one scanning line high)
for Easiest Convergence

Dot Pattern

Vertical Lines

Here is an exciting new addition to the famous B&K
series of Television Analysts-designed to give every service
technician a faster, easier way to service more TV sets!

The compact "1074" gives you a complete TV signal
generating source of your own. Using the B&K point-topoint signal injection technique, you can isolate and pinpoint any performance problem for quick correction.
By injecting your own signals, with a visual check on
the TV screen, you can easily signal -trace and troubleshoot

any stage throughout the video, audio, r.f., i.f., sync and
sweep sections of black & white and color television sets.
It becomes much easier to find and fix "tough dogs,"
and troublesome intermittents, as well as to solve other
general TV set troubles-to the satisfaction of your customer, and to your own profit.
Net, $24995

Horizon! ii Loos

SOW.
Crosshatch

Color Pattern

Supplies complete r.f. and i.f. signals, with pattern video and
tone audio. Video signals are switch selected for fast, visual
troubleshooting. Provides FM modulated 4.5 me sound channel,
with built-in 900 cycle tone generator. Provides composite syn-

chronizing signals. Provides separate vertical and horizontal
plate and grid driving signals to check complete output circuit
and interrelated components. Many other features.

Makes it Easy to Set-up and Service Color TV
Provides dot pattern, crosshatch, vertical lines, horizontal lines,
burst signal and individual colors (Green, Blue, B -Y, R -Y. Red,
I, and Q) one at a time on the TV set-all crystal controlled for
maximum accuracy. Color phase angles are maintained in accordance with NTSC specifications. Thin lines and high stability
assure fastest, easiest convergence and linearity adjustments.
Color display makes demodulator alignment extremely simple.

Time -Saving, Money -Making Instruments Used and Preferred by Professional Servicemen Everywhere.

Model 375 Dynamatic
Automatic VTVM

Model 360 V 0 Matic
Automatic VOM

Model 700 Dyna-Quik
Tube Tester

Model 850
Color Generator

Model 445 CRT
Tester Rejuvenator

Bag( MANUFACTURING CO.
See Your B&K Distributor
or Write for CatalogAP21-T

DIVISION OF

DYNASCAN CORPORATION

1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE. CHICAGO 13, ILL.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., 50 Win gold, Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Empire Exporters, 253 Broad way, New York 7, U.S.A.
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SHOP HINTS
TIPS FOR HOME AND BENCH SERVICE
4
Template Tip

Easy Etching

When installing antennas for car

radios, and cutting a hole in the
fender, cut a template and wet it.
Place it and press it down on
fender, then drill the hole. This
eliminates taping the template and
possible paint burns from hot cuttings. Ed Mayover, Sarasota, Fla.
Transformer Check
Unless the output transformer

Steel tools and equipment can be
permanently etched with your name
or other identification with paraffin
and iodine. First clean the surface
of the tool and coat it with melted
paraffin.

Scratch through to the

metal with a sharp scriber and apply

iodine to the lettering. After a few
minutes, wash with water; scrape
off the paraffin and wipe with an
oiled cloth. Marked tools make
ownership easy to prove and are
often returned faster when they are

has an open primary or one of the
coils is shorted to the core, this is
a fast way to check them: Operate

borrowed. H. Josephs, Gardenville,
Penna.

your soldering gun very close to the
output transformer. If the transformer is ok, the gun will induce a

Capacitor Replacement Tip

voltage in the transformer which

causes hum from the speaker. S.
Clark, East Bradenton, Florida.

called on to service one of the older
type radios. After laying idle over

a period of years in a hot, dusty
Aerosol Compressor

"Empty" tuner spray cans have
enough gas left to be used as an
air compressor. They are ideal to
blow dirt from the rotor plates of
noisy gang capacitors, etc., that
cannot

be

reached

otherwise.

Thomas Casey, New York, N. Y.

attic, the electrolytic capacitors will
generally need replacement. Usually

there are no identifying marks on
these filter capacitors. In this case,
the following information will serve

as a guide for ordering a replacement:

Input filter capacitor-Use a 10
tzt to 20 eat at 200 vdc.

Output filter capacitor-Use an
Nut Driver Tip

When using a hollow shaft nut
driver and the hex bolt is too
short to start in the chassis, I take
another bolt and insert it in the
driver upside down. This extends

the short one so it can be started.
Don Studt, La Barge, Wyoming.

8 µf to 16 tLf at 200 vdc.
Speaker field coil filter capacitor

-Use a 4µf to 8µf at 200 vdc.
Audio output tube cathode filter

used in all the above applications,
of course. Noble C. Travis, Sheridan, Kentucky.
TV Shock

Over a period of time various
complaints of shock from Admiral
portable TV sets have been investi-

The shock takes place at
the instant a set is turned on or
off. Checks showed that all sets
were of the type having a paint
gated.

finish around the front mask. Care-

ful observation indicated that the
shock originated from a static
charge from the CRT which charges

this coating and when touched by
a customer would discharge with
an unpleasant shock. Further investigation showed that the problem can be solved easily by dismantling the TV and removing the
CRT from the front mask. A paint
"leg" will exist from the front mask

finish to the metal reinforcement
strip which in turn is grounded to
the chassis. Using gold metal paint,

repaint the strip or apply a new
leg from mask finish to the metal
grounding strip. It is recommended

that two or more coats of paint be
used.

This simple reapplication
cures this type of trouble. But make
sure to test -run the set to guarantee
fail-safe results. J. Wildon, Central
Islip, N.Y.

capacitor-Use a 5µf to 10 euf at
25 vdc.

Detector cathode filter capacjtor

-Use a 5µf to 10 iuf at 25 vdc.

Higher voltage ratings may be

SHOP HINTS WANTED
$3 to $10 for acceptable

items.

Use

drawings to illustrate whenever necessary.

A rough sketch will do. Unacceptable
items will be returned if accompanied by
a stamped envelope. Send your entries

SHORT BOLT

L -10c)
BOLT IN UPSIDE DOWN

to Shop Hints Editor, ELECTRONIC TECH-

1

it

1

A screw inserted backwards in a nut driver makes it easier to start short screws in out-ofthe-way places.
56

NICIAN, Ojibway Building, Duluth, Minn.
55802. The hints published in this column
have not necessarily been tried by ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN editors and are the
ideas of the individual writers.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

UH

Flying

MODEL FA -1445.
Channels 14 thru 45
List each $14.60
Packed two per carton

Arrow

A silver aluminum 16 element corner reflector yagi.
which gives the advantages of front to back ratio and
vertical plane pattern of the corner reflector to the
narrow horizontal plane pattern of the multiple element
yagi. Recommended for fringe area reception.

MODEL FA -4570
Channels 45 thru 70
List each $14.60
Packed two per carton

Advaidageo

Calitpaxe
QUESTION

FINCO
FA SERIES

COMPETITION

Aluminum boom?

Yes

Aluminum elements?

Yes

No - plated steel
No - plated steel; not a

One piece boom?

Yes

No

Light weight for handling
and mast load?

Yes (21% lbs.)

No (5'% lbs.)

Elements foldable to avoid
bending in shipment?

Yes

No

Aluminum dipole terminal?

Yes

No - steel.

Aluminum screw and nut at
terminals?

Yes

Yes

FINCO'S remarkable product performance is made pos-

Positive location of dipole
on boom?

Yes (preassembled)

No - loose in carton.

incomparable FINCO Mobile Laboratory Fleet-a group of

Tubular corner reflector
"booms"?

Yes

No - channel section used,
allowing torsional vibration.

Folded dipole for proper
impedance match to
300 OHM line?

Yes

No-delta match used which

MODEL FA -7083
Channels 70 thru 83
List each $14.60
Packed two per carton

question if it will rust.
only a question of when.

is more frequency sensitive
(less band width).

A FINCO EXCLUSIVE
sible through actual nationwide field research by the
science units dedicated to betterTIKM reception quality.

THE

FINNEY co.
34 W. Interstate
Bedford, Ohio 44014

WRITE FOR CATALOG NO. 20-250
- for more details circle 18 on post card
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Make lasting customers
with TV masts and towers that last
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A flimsy mast won't take much punishment from the weather, even with the
smallest antenna. With heavier stacked antennas, you might not have time to
collect for your installation.
This is why it pays to sell masts and towers of Armco ZINCGRIP® Steel
Tubing. They are steel -strong and protected with a durable zinc coating to
fight rust. Their strength and corrosion resistance insure customer good -will
for you when winds and snow loads are buckling other masts. They give you
that extra advantage of a pleased customer when it comes to profit -making
sales of other products.
For names of manufacturers of rugged masts, towers of Armco ZINCGRIP
Tubing, write Armco Division, Armco Steel Corporation, Dept. A-2204, P. 0. Box 600,
Middletown, Ohio 45042.

ARMCO

Armco Division
- -
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Pocket Pagers
Article tells how Curtiss-Wright uses 15 VHF/FM pocket
communications receivers to keep track of fork lift and
platform trucks operating over a 50 -acre area

63

Two -Way Radio Speeds Plant Operations
An

industrial communications system

uses

119 transistorized

vehicular and portable two-way radios and six base stations

64

Tunnel Diodes as Industrial Circuit Elements
Allen Lytel writes about the ultra high-speed semiconductor
that finds new industrial switching and control circuit applications daily

66

A Look at Meter Relays
Operation, applications and circuitry are described for this
versatile industrial device
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For production -line testing...
Equipment maintenance...Product quality checks...
Laboratory measurements...

USE HIGH -QUALITY RCA TEST INSTRUMENTS
These rugged, high -quality test instruments offer you several important advantages in industrial testing:
They give you excellent performance at moderate cost ... enabling you to buy

O WA -44C RCA AUDIO GENERATOR Generates sine -wave and square -wave signals

more test instruments within budget. This in turn expedites production line testing, product quality checks, and equipment maintenance work.
They eliminate the need to tie up your high -cost instruments on routine tests
and measurements-and increase the overall efficiency of your electronic maintenance department.

speaker resonance, transient response, and phase shifts. Less than 0.25%
total harmonic distortion over range of 30 to 15,000 cps.
$98.50*

RCA WT -100A MICROMHOMETER Measures tube characteristics under actual
operating -voltage conditions.
Tests vacuum tubes, gas -filled tubes, semiconductor diodes.
Measures: True transconductance (both control -grid -to -plate and suppressor -grid -

to -plate) to an accuracy of better than 3%; Transconductance up to 100,000
micromhos in six ranges; DC plate, screen grid, and grid -No. 1 test voltages;
Electrode currents from 3,ita to 300 ma; Heater -cathode leakage currents; ... and
other important electron tube parameters.
$989.00*
WV -84C ULTRA -SENSITIVE DC MICROAMMETER Battery -operated vacuum -tube
microammeter measures down to 0.0002 microampere. Especially useful in meas-

uring "dark currents" in vidicons and phototubes as well as minute currents in
image orthicons. Can also be used as a high -impedance voltmeter and as an ohmmeter to measure extremely high resistances in the order of billions of ohms.
$110.00*
f) WO -91A RCA 5 -INCH OSCILLOSCOPE A high-performance, wide -band 'scopeserves as a display -type VTVM. Choice of wide band (4.5 Mc -0.053 -volt rms/inch

sensitivity) or narrow high -sensitivity band (1.5 Mc -0.018 -volt rms/inch sensitivity). New 2 -stage sync separator provides solid lock -in on composite TV
signals.
Optionol Distributor Resole Price

$249.50*

over range of 20 to 200,000 cps to test audio systems. Can be used to measure
intermodulation distortion, frequency response, input and output impedances,

RCA WV -76A HIGH -SENSITIVITY AC VTVM. A combination voltmeter and preamplifier for audio applications. For signal tracing, audio -level and power -level meas-

urements, gain measurements, amplifier balancing applications, and audio voltage measurements. Frequency response from 10 cps to 1.5 Mc with "direct"
probe, 10 cps to 500 kc with "low -cap" probe. Measures decibels from -40 to

+40 db in 9 overlapping ranges (up to 56 db with probe switch in "low -cap"
position). As a pre -amplifier, provides up to 38 db maximum gain.

$79.95*

WV -98C NEW RCA SENIOR VOLTOHMYST'5 For direct reading of peak -to -peak
voltages of complex waveforms, rms values of sine waves, DC voltages, and resistance. Accuracy: 3% full scale on both AC and DC, with less than 1% tracking error. Color -coded scales differentiate peak -to -peak from rms readings. New
0.5 volt full scale DC range for use in low -voltage transistor circuits. 61/2" meter.
$79.50*
RCA WV -38A VOLT-OHMMILLIAMMETER One of the most versatile electronic test
instruments. 0.25 -volt and 1.0 -volt DC ranges. Big easy -to -read 5%2" meter.
Non -breakable sealed plastic case. Jacks located below switches to keep leads
out of the way. Spring clips on handle to hold leads. Attractive, scuff -resistant,
rugged carrying case, only $4.95* extra.
$43.95*
(:) RCA WV -120A POWER LINE MONITOR. Provides a constant check on incoming

line voltage. Responds to voltage fluctuations. Highly accurate (-±" 2% at 120
volts). Gives true rms reading. 5" wide meter.
$14.95*
SEE THEM ALL AT YOUR AUTHORIZED RCA TEST EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTOR.
RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

Receiver fits neatly into pocket to
provide immediate one-way paging for key personnel.

POCKET
PAGERS
Ever try to keep track of 11 fork
lifts and platform trucks operating

indoors and outdoors over a 50 acre area? Peter Maguire has-and
it isn't easy!

Maguire is Receiving and Ma-

terials Handling Supervisor for the
Curtiss-Wright Corporation Wright
Aeronautical Division in Wood Ridge, New Jersey. The plant occupies over 3 million sq ft of floor
space. Because of the huge size of
the facility, keeping raw materials
moving properly in smooth coordi-

JUNE 1964

nation with production lines represents a considerable task.
In the division's traffic depart-

ment, five fork and platform lifts
are used on fixed routes to transport

goods throughout the plant. Two
other trucks are assigned in the
yard, and four over -the -road trucks
are used on interplant movements.

Says Maguire: "Great quantities
of goods must be moved from one
point to another with a minimum
time loss. Dispatching the goods,

of course, is an important aspect

of this operation. It must be done
quickly and efficiently with minimum labor and time loss."

To integrate the operation, the
firm uses 15 pocket VHF/FM radio
communications receivers which

link key office personnel with the
vehicles and with each other.

Before the radio system was installed, the company used bicycles
to contact yard and interplant

trucks, and it sometimes took 12
minutes or more to deliver messages.

With the pocket paging system,

61

Get the CRT you need fast

from your Sylvania Distributor
He has tubes for 'scopes, radar indicators, video recorders, industrial monitors, TV set checkers. These tubes
benefit by the latest Sylvania advances in cathode-ray
tube technology: high brightness, high resolution, double deflection, multiple guns, high visibility, low heater
power, high deflection sensitivity, and fiber optics.

Rely on your Sylvania Tube Distributor for anything
you need in CRT's for design or replacement. If he

doesn't have exactly what you want, chances are he can
get it for you-quickly.
*
*
*
For technical data, see new Industrial and Military CRT
Catalog ET -3914 or, if you are a design engineer, Sys tents Designer's CRT Handbook ET -3924. Contact your
Distributor or write Electronic Tube Division, Sylvania
Electric Products Inc., Box 87, Buffalo, N. Y 1.4209.

SYIYANIA
GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRON/CS

'EX°
- -

62
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driver in the plant who missed a
call. With the new paging system,

though, the call goes where he goes.
This means a considerable speedup
in our materials handling operation.

Our forklifts now work more prospeaker
lapel
brings audio mes-

A
L.11.)'1, 1.41! ellYTIS

...NA lilt'

4

'11W Int:E.

sage to ear of fork-

DIV ISIox

:()NTItACT Ar41648

lift

Preoperator.
viously out of contact

19219

NEll .1E1VI

with the office, forklifts

now reimmediately

can

spond

to fast calls for vital
materials.

ductively because they need not
stand idle while waiting for new
instructions. Because in -plant shipping time is reduced, production
costs are lowered."

Small enough to fit in a shirt
pocket, the units also are worn in
leather carrying cases on a belt by
some of the radio -equipped personnel, while others wear them camera -

ASE: PRESS11RE-M:0HE

style, on a strap slung over the
shoulder. Although this system reASSY

lies on 7 v mercury batteries, the
equipment also is designed to use

MG?

nickel -cadmium rechargeable batteries.
According to Maguire, units using

mercury cells go two weeks before
new batteries are required, despite

casions, and much of the time, lift

the fact that they are in use eight
hours a day. Although the 15 receivers have had a combined total
service of more than 100 months,
breakdowns have been "virtually

operators could not hear the PA

nonexistent."

instant contact.

system that eliminates dependence

Messages are dispatched as soon

on the public address system.
Drivers previously were able to hear

however, there

is

as they are received.

Units worn by forklift drivers
are "receiver only." They get their
calls from a 300 w, high -band base
station transmitter on a shelf in the
traffic office. In conjunction with
the transmitter, a 100 -tone generator on Maguire's desk keys calls to
individual drivers.
For inside drivers, the radio system provides a private alerting

the PA only on very limited ocbecause of equipment noise. Naturally, public address messages were
missed frequently.

"Our productive output requires
instant filling of supply orders,"

Maguire points out. "We couldn't
hold up production waiting on a

"We have come to depend on

this equipment," Maguire said, "in
effecting the coordination our production requires. It helps us manage our operations more efficiently,
saving valuable time and preventing
costly delays."

Two -Way Radio
Speeds Plant Operations
An industrial

communications

system that includes 119 transistorized vehicular and portable two-

way radios and six base stations
has been placed in operation by
General
plant.

Dynamics'

Fort

Worth

The system includes 94 mobile
radio units and 25 hand -carried
units. Four base stations and two
table -model stations are used.
Transistorized sets have been installed in maintenance, traffic and
nuclear departments for safety and

JUNE 1964

security

work.

Among

vehicles

equipped with the new units are
35 forklifts engaged in materials
handling.
In addition to in -plant communications, the mobile system is designed to include vehicles operating

out of the plant in the Dallas area.

A repeater station on Chalk Hill
in Dallas facilitates calls.
It was reported that the new
equipment was installed to replace
older sets which did not meet FCC
requirements.

G -E hand -carried two-way radio is used in
General Dynamic's Fort Worth, Texas, plant.

63

TUNNEL DIODES as

Industrial Circuit Elements
This ultra high-speed semiconductor can simplify
many industrial switching and control circuits

e ,ileeeg .4tee

The tunnel, or Esaki, diode is a
voltage -stable

semiconductor that
exhibits a negative conductance over

a section of its forward characteristic. In the typical characteristic
curve the diode has an extremely
low impedance in the reversed biased state and has a normal diode
characteristic at "high" forward

voltages. The device has wide industrial potential as an amplifier,
switch or an oscillator.
Characteristics

The operation of ordinary transistors, or even electron tubes, de-

pends on a charge carrier being

influenced by the electric field between the emitter and collector
electrodes. The upper operating

frequency limit for these devices,
therefore, is a function of the time
required for the charge carrier to
travel through this region. Tunnel
diodes operate on a different mech-

anism, however, and have a theoretical frequency limit of 107 Mc,
which is higher than other semiconductor devices.
The tunnel diode is named after

rent flow in a normal conductor.
There is no apparent limit to its
speed; units have operated over
5 Gc. The two major areas of

the peak current. Since the transistor is in the off condition, the
collector voltage is at the supply
level. If sufficient positive trigger

application are in switching circuits,

pulse is supplied at the input to
increase the tunnel diode current

where the diode is switched from
a low -voltage positive resistance
state to a high -voltage positive resistance state, and in linear ampli-

fiers and oscillator circuits where

the tunnel diode is biased in the
negative resistance region.

As voltage increases from zero
the diode's current increases to a
sharp peak (B, Fig. 1); it then dips

into a valley (C) after which the
current rises again.
For bistable operation, positive -

resistance sections of the characteristic curve are used. The portions
of the curve from A to B and from

above the peak current, the diode
switches to the high -voltage state.
The diode will remain in the high voltage state with a major portion
of the bias current being diverted
into the base of the transistor. A
negative trigger returns the diode
to its original state.
Current less than peak is supplied

through the 6.8K resistance. The
470 resistance biases the diode
above the valley point in its off state.
Light -Readout Circuits

C to D are positive resistance because current increases as voltage

Tunnel diodes can be teamed with
photocells for a number of interesting circuits.

increases. But from B to C is negative resistance because current decreases while voltage increases.

is shown in Fig. 3. When light falls
on the photocell, a voltage is gener-

Points E and G, both positive resistance points, can be connected
to produce a load line for bistable
operation. E is a high -voltage, lowcurrent point while G is a low voltage, high -current point. Each

A simple light -activated oscillator
ated; the capacitor charges then

theory.

point represents a stable state for

the other side-although the par-

the tunnel diode, and when operating along this load line, the diode
acts as a switch.

ticles do not have sufficient energy
to surmount the barrier. In effect,

discharges through the tunnel diode
and coil when the resistance of the
diode decreases. Thus the LC
values cause oscillation at about 20
Mc with an output of 0.5 v. This
circuit can be used for remote light
sensing where the 20 -Mc signal is
transmitted to a nearby receiver.
Every time light hits the photodiode,

Tunnel Diode Bistable Circuit

the circuit thus produces an RF

the particles "tunnel" under the
barrier.
Because tunneling action is an

Tunnel diodes can act as fast and
effective switches, as in the simple
bistable circuit, or flip-flop, shown

the "tunnel effect," a process that

obeys the laws of the quantum

Particles disappear from
one side of a potential barrier and
appear almost instantaneously on

effect of majority current carriers
the device's frequency response can
be considered equal to that of cur-

64

in Fig. 2. Here the tunnel diode is
biased in the low -voltage state by
a current which is slightly less than

output.
Various types of light modulation
techniques have been developed for

short- and long-range communications. A method for using a photoelectric device for light modulation
is shown in Fig. 4. The tunnel

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONIC SECTION

TRIGGER

E,"I characteristic curve showing peak at B,
valley point at C, and further current rise to D as voltage increases.

Fig. 1-Tunnel diode

Fig. 2-Tunne diode and NPt.. transistor in bistable circuit.

diode audio oscillator is activated
by light falling on the cell. This
audio modulates the RF produced
by the backward diode RF oscillator; output is from the transistor.
Because of their speed, tunnel
diodes are also used in special test
equipment where different pulse
trains of various characteristics are
available for television circuit testing, telemetering, and control circuits such as the shift register.

Fig. 3-Tunnel diode
oscillator

activated

by photoelectric cell.

`iov

Tunnel Diode Shift Register

A series of monostable tunnel
diode circuits makes up the shift
register as illustrated in Fig. 5.
Assuming that the first stage,
TD1, is in the high -voltage state,

T60

50oh
68K

Fig. 4-Light operated modulator circuit
is RF oscillator and

-.AA

220n

audio oscillator.

diode D1 becomes forward -biased

-T-240mv

IEU0
002

50 uh

15 K

in the application of a negative going pulse, and this pulse is there-

33K

50

=10

fore passed, via capacitor Cl, to

?ioOphl

150n

Continued on page 79
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A Look at

METER RELAYS
When the

salient features of

meters and relays are combined
they result in an instrument that
can do all the things that meters
and relays can do separately plus
some that neither can do alone.
A meter relay is essentially a
meter with one or two adjustable
contacts attached. It can be read
just like any other meter, yet the
contacts can be set so the meter

movement will open or close them

at a particular reading. The composite instrument thus combines the
meter's measurement and indicating
functions with the relay's switching
function. Because it can operate on
low-level (microampere or milliampere) signals, amplifying devices are

not necessary for relay operation.

As an additional advantage, the
opening or closing points of the

ADJUSTABLE POINTER-....ik

INDICATING POINTER
TAUT BAND
CONTACT

Fig.

'SNUBBER'
SPRING

I

SIGNAL
COIL

LOCK
COIL

Operation

One contact of the meter relay
is adjustable, and the other is carried by the "pointer." This is clearly
shown in Fig. 1. The indicating

part of the meter is conventional,

coil wound with the indicator coil
holds the contacts together when
they touch. Currents that can be
handled commonly range between

0 to 5 ma and 0 to 50 amp, and

TAUT BAND

MOVING CONTACT

meter

is applied to the input, the signal
coil moves the pointer until the
moving contact touches the fixed
contact. Current from the load-

FIXED CONTACT

with

2IA) - Basic
relay circuit
manual reset.

(B)-Automatic
LOAD

4-

within 0.5 percent.

voltage ratings range between 0 to
5 my and 0 to 500 v.
A simple meter relay is shown in
Fig. 2A. When the signal current

VI
I

1-Construction

of a typical meter
relay.

Fig.

METER-RELAY

percent ac-and repeat accuracy is

but because the moving coil has low
torque it cannot reliably actuate the
relay. Therefore, when the contacts
touch, current through a locking

'SNUBBER' SPRING

SIGNAL AND LOCKING COILS

relay are as accurate as the meter

-commonly 2 percent dc and 3

RELAY

set by cam.

re-

relay power source then flows
through the circuit, locking the
meter relay in position and energizing the load relay.

Because of this locking feature
the meter relay remains closed after

RESET

the signal current is removed. A

'-POWER FOR LOAD RELAY

Fig. 3-A double contact circuit with manual reset.
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a

reset button, in this case manually
operated, breaks the lock -coil circuit when it is pushed. If the signal
current has fallen below the lock -in
level, the relay will stay open; otherwise, the relay will remain locked.

Since meter relays do not "drop
out" as conventional relays do when

current through the signal coil
reduced. To get "on & off" action,
a sampling circuit with an autois

matic interrupter is generally used,

so that the meter contacts are unlocked periodically to sample the
signal current. If the signal is still
up to the control point, the meter
contacts remain locked; however, if

the signal has dropped, the meter

terruption periods, from several

manual reset while the others are

are apt to be "made" at the same
time, it is necessary to break the

times per second up to once in 4
or 5 sec. The frequency of the
interrupter is determined by C2,
R2 and the characteristics of the
relay load. Using a 5 ma, 121a2
coil relay with 200/2f at C2 and
3300u at R2, the interrupter will
be open about 1 sec and closed

each meter relay, because breaking

at C2 will speed it up-a larger

automatic. Both single- and double -

contact meter relays,

as well as

either high- or low -limit types, may
be used.

If the high contact on one meter
relay and the low contact on another

about 4 sec. A smaller capacitance

separate locking circuits through

capacitance will slow it down. To
lengthen or shorten the time it is
open, the value of R2 may be
changed. Resistor R2 should not
be less than 3000n-R2 limits the
peak charging current to C2 and

just the common leg will not release the contacts.

One of the simplest automatic

interrupters is shown in Fig. 4.

Since the load relay does the in-

releases.

terrupting, the load circuit also will
be interrupted periodically. For

Automatic Reset

this is usually satisfactory. In some

contacts separate and the load relay

contacts are open. This type of
circuit may be used for short in-

rupter may be used for all, or some
relays in the group may be operated

protects the meter contacts.

For interruption periods of five
sec or longer the motor -driven interrupter is normally used.

alarms and some types of control

An automatic reset where the
rotation of a cam periodically resets
the meter relay is shown in Fig. 2B.

The capacitor keeps the load relay
closed while the cam tests the signal
current, and R limits the peak
charging current.
There are cases where both upper
and lower limits are required such as

automatic controls the load relay
holds steady unless the current in
the signal coil drops.

The three -position interlocking

arrangement (Fig. 5) is a control
circuit which corrects the signal to
a specific point within a preset

In this circuit, capacitor C2 holds
the load relay energized for a
specific period while the load relay

Continued on page 79

heater current for a tube. A meter
relay for this purpose is shown in
Fig. 3. Note that the voltage for
the lower limit is opposite in polarity

to the voltage for the upper limit.
A manual reset is shown here with

a dc power supply for the load

relays. The upper and lower limits
are shown each with a single load
relay for alarm signals.
Several meter relays can be operated from a single power supply.
Each may operate into its own load
relay or several may work into the

Photo of a
meter relay.

typical

same load relay. A single inter-

uT-I

ray -2

10 II 0
DOUBLE CONTACT
DOUBLE LOCK -COL
METER -RELAY

21

;

ItAAL
COIL

I

LOCK

COIL

9

ENGLE CONTACT LOW LIMIT RECTIFIER TYPE
METER -RELAY

3

-

C

+

11111101611111111110M
Fig. 5-Three position interlocking circuit
Fig. 4-Single contact self -releasing meter relay circuit.

corrects

signal within

a

preset range.
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You Get Things Done With
Boardmaster Visual Control

AGE, FINE VOLTAGE
Lk.

NEW PRODUCTS

400

VOLTAGE REFERENCE

A voltage reference source providing voltages for a wide variety

Facts at a glance - Saves Time, Saves
Money, Prevents Errors
on

wound 1/15th and 1/8th hp shunt

*Made of Metal. Compact and Attractive.

FREE

and research laboratories,

24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO. BW-10

Without Obligation .

Write for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
Yanceyville, North Carolina

- -

- for more details circle 20 on post card

401

v, 60 cps ac input for 115 vdc shunt

Scheduling, Sales, Etc.

Full pr ce $4950 with cards

SPEED CONTROLLER

button, and is engineered for 115

*Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory,
Over 750,000 in Use

$65,

with fingertip control its maker announces. It was said that solid
state silicon controlled rectifier circuitry assures dependable performance and long life on the most rugged applications. Specifications indicate the unit is equipped with an
automatic circuit breaker for overload protection, a manual reset

Gives Graphic Picture of Your Operations - Spotlighted by Color

Cards, Snap in Grooves

whichever is larger. Price
factory assembled. Heath.

A feedback type motor speed
controller has a 20:1 speed range
which may be precisely selected

of applications in modern electronic

*Simple to operate - Type or Write

and RANGE.

Accuracy is within 1% or 1 my,

wound Bodine motors. Minarik.

is an-

nounced. Voltages produced by this
instrument may be used for calibra-

tion of laboratory instruments or
for accurate measurement of unknown voltages, it was said. Out-

put voltage is variable from 0 to
100 v dc with readout made on
three calibrated dials, COURSE VOLT-

Save Time
on PC Board
Repairs!

Keep Your Copies of ELECTRONIC

TECHNICIAN

This

In

Attractive

Binder

For Quick Easy Reference
durable, attractive hard cover
binder makes a handsome addition
to your book shelf and lets you
refer past issues of ELECTRONIC
This

MODEL 100A

TECHNICIAN,

quickly

and

-4021ILM.11""

easily.

Note these outstanding features:
Long -wearing, leather -like cover
and back

Melted solder
disappears up
hollow tip
into tube

Attractive gold leaf embosses
Handles like a book, just open
cover turn to any page, any issue
Magazines held firm, kept neat
and clean

Ho!ds a full two year's copses

Binders come with a money back
guarantee

The ENDECO Desoldering Iron Removes Soldered
Components in seconds . . . without damage!
Endeco melts solder, then removes it by vacuum Leaves
terminals and mounting holes clean Resolders too One hand operation Temperature controlled for continuous use
Ideal for use with shrinkable tubing 4 tip sizes Quickly
pays for itself in time saved Only $18.75 net.
SEE YOUR DISTRIBUTOR OR WRITE

ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATION

This handsome book binder is especially designed to help you
keep your copies of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN handy for the
fast reference. To order just fill out the coupon below and mail
to:

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, Reader Service Dept., Ojibway Building

Duluth, Minnesota 55802
Please send me
I

Name

Address

City

1102 E. 52ND
- -
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INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 46205
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book binders at $4.95 each

enclose $

I

Zone

State

understand that these are fully guaranteed and if I am not
can return the binder and have my money refunded.

satisfied

I
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402

THYRATRON TESTER

An industrial quality thyratron
tube and semiconductor tester is
announced. It is said the unit per-

Cadmium Sulfide and Cadmium
Selenide photocells. Typical applications may include photo choppers, modulators, low noise
switching devices, overload protectors to prevent damage to other

circuit components, power supply
regulators, and others, the
nouncement said. Signalite.

COMBINATION
REVERSIBLE
SCREWDRIVERS

an-

mits quick comparisons with tube
chart, gives automatic indication of
critical grid volts (trigger points),
automatic indication of critical grid
current on thyratron tubes and
operational test of semiconductors.
Accommodates all common industrial tubes from 0.1 through 16
amp, the maker said. Price $1,285
net. Alectric.
403

NEON LAMP

A close -tolerance neon glow lamp

for use in electronic devices using
solid state photo -conductive cells,
is announced. The Type A074 has
been specially designed for use with

LATCHING RELAYS

404

A half crystal -can size magnetic
latching relay, type LS, which needs

only a short duration, low power

--* ,
from slotted to Phillips..

When you need

RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS
RECTIFIERS

Call Us
We specialize in the design
and supply of hard -to -find
rectifiers

.

exact

replacements

.

& SUPPLY CO.

St. Louis, Mo. 63119
(314) WOodland 8-0303
WOodland 2-8092

417 Alma Ave.
Phones:

-
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amp, 28 vdc resistive load. Contact
resistance is 0.05c1 maximum, or

for dozens of
maintenance
and service

jobs around

the plant and
in the field

9 REVERSIBLE BLADE COMBINATIONS
#1 Phillips & 3/16" slotted (Reg. & Stub.)

#2 Phillips & 1/4" slotted (Reg. & Stub.)
#3 Phillips & 5/16" slotted (Reg.)
#1 and #.2 Phillips (Reg.)
Clutch -Type 3/16" & 5/32" (Reg. & Stub.)
ClutchType

for

RECTIFIER ENGINEERING

-

the announcement said. It has 2
Form C DPDT contacts rated at 2

indicated. Branson.

FAST SERVICE
RELIABLE PERFORMANCE
REASONABLE PRICES

-

tions without consuming power, and
will operate satisfactorily under
severe environmental conditions,

SILICON
many types no longer available from
the original source. Call or write to
get

pulse to shift its bistable contacts,
is announced. The contacts will
maintain either of their two posi-

COPPER SULFIDE
supply

twice as
handy

0.1000 after 100,000 operations,
operating time is 3 ms at nominal
voltage at + 25°C, specifications

SELENIUM
COPPER OXIDE

We

reversed in an instant'

MOVING?

5/16" & 1/4"

(Reg.)

handles and blades available separately or in
plastic pocket sets from your supplier

Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
a complete address label
from one of your recent
issues.

XCELITE INC., 32 Bank St., Orchard Park, N.Y.
Canada: Charles W. Pointon, Ltd., Toronto, Ont.
- -
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NEW PRODUCTS
FOR MORE INFORMATION CIRCLE PRODUCT NUMBERS ON POSTCARD FOLLOWING PAGE 82.

PROTECTIVE BARRETTERS

200

Three circuit components called
barretters which protect power
transistors from damaging current

yoke in nearly every color TV receiver in use. Yokes are stocked
by distributors throughout the U. S.

Included with each yoke is an instruction sheet containing schematic,
technical and installation data.
Triad.
TWO -SET COUPLERS

202

A two -set coupler which may be
used with TV sets and FM receivers

is reportedly ayailable. The unit is
enclosed in molded plastic cases and
is skin -packed or boxed. Models

FM 300, boxed or SP 300, skin -

(F) 6 6 .EI
frigerators. Price
H. H. Scott.

under

FUSEHOLDER

$3.50.

204

A miniaturized panel mounted
fuseholder is only 15/8 in. long, and
extends just 29/32 in. behind panel

packed, can be mounted on or near

the TV set and is said to be engisurges or overloads is announced.
The circuit elements are made with
tungsten filaments carefully chosen
for their positive temperature coefficient of resistivity. Located in

series with a transistor emitter, the
barretters act like variable resistors,
offsetting any increase in transistor

front. It takes 1/4 x 11/4 in. fuses

and can easily be converted to take

9/32 x

11/4 in. fuses simply by
changing the screw type knob, the
maker announced. Bussmann.

collector current by a correspond-

ing increase in the resistance of
their filaments, the maker said.
Color coded leads already processed
for soldering are brought out
through the bottom of the envelope
permitting each barretter to be wired
directly into transistor circuits.
Tung -Sol.

COLOR YOKE

201

Replacement deflection yokes for

color TV receivers are reported to
incorporate an adjustable damping
network to duplicate the deflection

neered especially for

fringe or

trouble areas. $1.59 I. E. H. Manufacturing.
STEREO TUNER/AMPLIFIER

203

A 64-w FM stereo tuner/amplifier is announced. The model 345
is a low-cost, compact unit that is
said to combine the features, power,
and performance of more expensive
separate components. Incorporated
into the unit are three new circuits:
(1) Low -impedance symmetrical

MAGNIFYING LENS

205

A snap -on magnifying lens for
use with the Indachron miniature
elapsed -time meter is now being
offered. It is claimed that this lens
provides approximately 3x indicator
and scale magnification and is fabricated of scratch resistant lucite.
Curtis Instruments.

drive, for more power down to the
important low frequencies, lower
distortion, cooler operation, and
complete stability with any speaker
load. (2) Series -Gate Time -Switch-

1.kr,RS
CURTIS INSTRUMENTS
Y.
MT. KISCO,

ing multiplex for ultimate stereo
suppression -limiting for effectively
suppressing impulses from such
separation and presence. (3) Pulse sources as automobile ignitions,
apartment house elevators, and re 70

INC.

.

0

NOURS

CURTIS INSTRUMENTS. INC.

MT. KISCO, N. T.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

FULL FIDELITY HI-FI SPEAKERS
Slim -line styling! Ceramic magnets! Superb reproduction over the full audio
spectrum! Complete choice: coaxials, extended range, tweeters, woofers! The new
Quam hi-fi line is as modern as tomorrow-and it's designed to offer the serviceman

a top-quality product at a list price that's lower than others' "audiophile net."
(Quam never advertises net prices-to protect your mark-up!)
Use Quam Hi-Fi Speakers in new systems, as extension speakers in existing hi-fi
systems, and as replacement improvements in stereo consoles They'll open your
way to exciting new sales!

Write for your free copy of the new Quam Hi-Fi Catalog HF-64.
QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY 234 East Marquette Road Chicago, Illinois 60637
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The tuner is a detenting (indexing)

NEW PRODUCTS

type which snaps in each of the

Surefire whiners
PA SYSTEM

206

70 channels on the UHF band, the
same as VHF tuners. The detented
feature contrasts with continuous
tuning. Oak Mfg.

Introduced is a portable PA

t

music system said to be no larger
than an over -the -shoulder pocket

surefire

REPLACEMENT TAPE HEADS

208

Tape head replacement units for
Sony models 101, 262-D and 262 -

SL decks and recorders are an-

SCRATCH
REMOVING
COMPOUND

*44411.0110.--11000"...for
mar -free plastics
Surefire quickly buffs away hairline scratches

from any rigid plastic surface. It is a fast

surefire repair for plastic TV screens, radio
and TV cabinets, testing equipment dials,
plastic TV tube masks and aircraft or marine

windshields. Surefire is a must for every
dealer, repair shop and serviceman's tool

caddy. Ask your dealer or distributor for Surefire #956-it's packed 12/5 oz. jars to the case.

nounced. These American -made
heads are available in all track

surefire

styles. Head kit contains the lam-

ANTI -STATIC
PLASTIC

inated head, mounting hardware,
replacement pressure pad material

CLEANER
.static free,
dust repellent
Surefire cleans and pol-

book. The Model MVS-5 is capable

ishes any plastic surface
while removing the static
electric charge,thus ren-

to a full eight watt sound output

dering the surface dust
repellent! Since Surefire

will clean and polish glass as well...TV
servicemen find it indispensable for cleaning

all TV screens-used on plastic instrument

dials it insures true static -free readings-It is
a must for cleaning aircraft and marine windshields and is recommended for final polishing after Surefire Scratch Remover has been
used. Ask for Surefire #950, the handy 8 oz.

refillable dispenser flask-Surefire is also

available in pint and 1 gal. sizes for economy.

of amplifying both voice or music

detailed easy -to -follow illustrated
instructions and everything else

needed to make the installation, it
was said. Nortronics.

which gives it an effective range of

approximately 600 yards, the announcement said. The system is
fully transistorized and comes com-

plete with a high quality dynamic
microphone and coil cord. Separate

MOBILE TRANSCEIVER

209

A compact 15 w two-way mobile

radio unit for use in the 148-174
Mc band is announced. Specifically

inputs for microphone or music
sources are included. Weighing less

than ten pounds and measuring 11
x 8 x 4 in. the system makes a very
handy

companion

for

lectures,

guided tours, square dances and

general outdoor social and civic
functions, the maker said. Price
URNS RAMP{ MT ELK
'T,TH OR WITH

WILCLEAN
HAND CLEANER
...Hot or Cold
Wilclean, in any weather, cleans soiled or

$112.50, complete with microphone
and carrying strap.
FANONMASCO.
UHF TUNER

greasy hands in a flash-with or without water!

Wilclean contains Hexachlorophene and
soothing lanolin to protect the skin and is

economical, too! Servicemen carry Wilclean
#30, a 1# can, in their trucks and can clean
their hands any time, anywhere, even without
water! For the Repair Shops, Wilclean #30-2
is available, packed 2-5# cans with a handy

wall dispenser. Ask for Surefire Wilclean

Hand Cleaner from your favorite distributor.
Write Wilco Co., Dept. AID, 4425 Bandini
Blvd., Los Angeles, California, 90023, or

call your local distributor today!

207

Introduced is a UHF tuner with
an

automatic frequency control.

produced for "business radio" users,

the ten -in. two-way unit has been
designated as the SPOKESMAN,
Type M-810. It is said the unit
features interference -free communication, reduction of harmonic radiations, hand -wired chassis, gold

alloy antenna relay contacts with
dust -tight enclosure, and moisture fungus proofing. Price $369. Du Mont Laboratories.
CONTACT CLEANER

210

An aerosol spray, CO contact
cleaner, is said to instantly clean
- -
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electrical and electronic equipment.
It provides an easy and economical
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

JOIN THIS MAN!

method of re-

moving dirt,

dust, grease and

other foreign
material to give
like - new

formance

perto

high - precision
inelectronic
struments and
components, according to the

report. Available in handy 4 -

oz cans equipped with 6 -in. plastic tubes. Corrosion
Reaction Consultants.
PORTABLE TV

MAKE MORE
MONEY IN
ELECTRONICS

211

A 19 -in. portable TV receiver

complete with
OFF / ON TV
sleep timer and
earphone attachment with 15 ft

cord,

SEND COUPON NOW FOR FREE BOOK

anThe
CRT is alumiis

nounced.

Trained men get ahead fast in the exciting field of Electronics. Learn all about Transistors, Communications,
Aerospace Electronics, Computers. Cleveland Institute of

nized with built
in optic filter.
Other features
are front -mount-

Electronics can teach you . .. at home for a fraction of
classroom training cost. Check these CIE advantages:
No Experience Needed: "Check -Point" Home Study Plan
presents material in small, easy -to -understand bits . . .

ed channel indicator, tone control, fine tuning
control,

dipole

antenna and all -frame grid VHF turret tuner. Also

'available as the UP9640 series with two -speed transistorized UHF continuous tuner. Offered in a choice of
black or white finishes with silver -golden trim. Admiral.
ANTENNA

212

A fiberglass
encased antenna, weighing

reinforced with clear explanations, diagrams, examples.
Nationwide Job Placement: Cleveland Institute students
get bi-monthly listings of hundreds of high -paying jobs in
the world's fastest growing industry!
electronics
A Commercial FCC License . . . or Your Money Back:
Should you fail your FCC exam after completing your
licensing program, CIE will refund all your tuition!
Cleveland Institute is an accredited member of the
National Home Study Council; is also approved for
Veteran's training under the Korean GI Bill.
.

Cleveland Institute
of Electronics

developed f o r

two - way radio
base stations operating in the 25
to 50 Mc range.
It is said the antenna was designed to improve message
reception a n d

JUNE 1964

.

ACT NOW...SEND COUPON FOR FREE BOOK

eight pounds, is

transmission by
minimizing static noise interference generated by charged dust and
rain particles. Capable of handling as much as 500 w
RF power, the antenna provides a vertically polarized,
omni-directional pattern. The antenna without whip
stands 136 in. high. Price $86.75. Motorola.

.

1776 E. 17th St., Dept. ET -7
Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send FREE Electronics Career Book

without obligation. I'm a high school
graduate interested in (check one):
17l Electronics Technology

Industrial Electronics

D Broadcast Engineering
0 First Class FCC License

0 Electronic Communications D Advanced Engineering
Your Occupation
Name

Age
(Please Print Clearly)

Address

L

City

State

Zip Code
_1
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the marine bands in the 1.6-30 Mc

NEW PRODUCTS

range is installed in the cabinet.

NEW

SUPER

RADIOTELEPHONE

213

A marine radiotelephone for
large pleasure craft and commercial

HUSH

vessels has been introduced. The

DEM

TV TUNER CLEANER
ENGINEERED FOR TUNERS

214

A CB transceiver is added to this
line of transceivers and

testers.

Known as 1250, the hand -wired
chassis is modular constructed. It
is said that sensitivity is better than

and adjacent channel rejection 30
db. A silicon rectifier full wave

From the purest chemicals
available for cleaning plastic
boards with printed circuits.

system, known as MARICOM, provides all of the communications
requirements of most vessels. It

HUSH lubricates with Electro-

Silicone for longest possible
protection. Will be available
in 8 oz. and 16 oz. Spray Can
with plastic needle.

consists of radio transmitters and

CHEMICAL ELECTRONIC
ENGINEERING, INC.

equipped to provide any or all of
various available services, the report said. A single sideband/com-

receivers inside a weatherproof
equipment cabinet designed for

bulkhead mounting and a remote
control unit.

MATAWAN, N. J.

A system can be

patible-AM transmitter -receiver for
for more details circle 15 on post card

SERVICING"

CB TRANSCEIVER

0.3 iav for 10 db S + N/N ratio,

MADE WITH PLASTIC PARTS

RFOR "DOCTORS OF

For communicating with ships and
shore stations equipped with conventional AM radio equipment, the
unit is operated in the compatible AM mode. Communications Co.

operation on up to six channels in

Where there's
a contact...
or a relay...

bridge provides power. Power requirement 115 vac or 12 vdc. Audio
output 3 w; RF power output 3.2
w or better. Size 4 x 61/4 x 10 in.
Weight, 11 lb. Hallmark.
FLUORESCENT HAND LAMP

215

A compact, heavy duty, trouble
light, said to give maximum light,
at minimum cost, is announced.

Service with Contact Shield! Protective! Corrective! It not only
cleans and safeguards contacts better on TV, radio, and hi-fi sets; on
all relay -operated electrical equipment, regular protective mainte-

nance with this versatile cleaner
prevents sticky relays-while corrective servicing unsticks them...
in seconds. Promotes greater con-

ductivity, keeps relays working

COn t

cid
aTES

CL.4NS.
LUE. ,
ria

smoother, longer. Contact Shield-

Company engineers state that the

the professional service man's

"SAFETY YELLOW" Fluorescent

cleaner.

hand lamp delivers from 80% to

APPLICATIONS
INCLUDE:

Pin Spotters
Bowling Alley Automatic
Machines
Pinball
Machines
Vending
Switchboards

Telephone
Slot Machines
and
other data
IBM Computers

processing equipment
Equipment using relays, such as
welding machines, etc.

Industrial

For handy guidebook to better servicing, write Channel Master Corp., Ellenville, N.Y.
for more details circle 14 on post card
-
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140% more lumens than other comhand lamps. The
lamp is offered in either 14 or 15
parably -sized

w size, and with 25, 35 or 50 ft
cord. Daniel Woodhead.

BATTERY DISPLAY

216

A hardwood transistor battery
counter display that shows the six
most popular transistor radio bat -

-

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

teries and the
radios they power, is announced.

The display,

which measures
x 15 x
131/2 in., goes to
the dealer free
with the pur121/4

6 REASONS WHY
GENERAL
IS AMERICA'S TOP
DEALER LINE

chase of the batteries. The dispenser tray

VS -4

Built for continuous heavy
duty. Transistor powered.

keeps batteries neat and orderly and simplifies stock
control, the report said. Ray -O -Vac.

VS -4 (12/115 V model)
$149.95. VS -5 (6 /115 V
$149.95.
25 Watt construction*
model)

217

POWER CONTROL

Industrial 11 meter,

2 -way, 5 channel radio.

A solid state
source of continuously variable

MC -6 The world's most

ac power is an-

Citizens Band 2 -way radio.

The
unit operates di-

6 volt, 12 volt, 115 volt

advanced mobile or base

nounced.

$199.95.
operation
25 Watt construction*

rectly from the
115v 60 cps line

and controls as
much as 500 to

18 watt Business
Band commercial AM unit.
27.235 to 27.490 MC. 180'
antenna permissible (FCC
application available from
$189.95.
General)
BB -10

1000 w from

zero power to
100% rated

3

power by rota-

tion of a calibrated single

6 1 5-B Multifunction

turn dial, the report indicated. Control Research.

Bridge. For precise meas-

urement of true power,
standing wave ratio, relative field strength. A must
for every CB'er and serv-

218

PHOTOCONDUCTOR KIT

A basic photoconductor kit,

ice technician ...$39.95.

ideal for elec-

tronic hobbyists
and experimenters, is announc-

FM -120

...$399.95. Also available: FM -60 - 30 -watt in-

ed. The kit includes
I

three

219

PROJECTOR SPEAKER

Announced is
an all purpose
wide angle projector, CJ - 44,
complete

with

put FM mobile unit, 150174 MC

photoconductors
moisture
with
detecting b 1 u e
dots that turn

pink if hermetic seal is broken, a Sigma ac/dc relay,
a 221(n 1 w resistor, mounting bracket, and a 52 -page
circuits booklet describing a variety of practical applications. Price $9.95. Sylvania.

6s.

CG -2

"

it

'R 1t *

I

The

horn

.Under present rules pan I932, the FCC does not provide for more than 151 watt input in the Calms Radio Service 126.965

$1485.

2> 225 MC Band)

Make money with GENERAL in '64
Maximum Sales Minimum Service
10% down financing for Dealers and
Consumers. Write for details today.

G

GENERAL RADIOTELEPHONE COMPANY
3501 West Burbank Boulevard, Burbank, California. Telephone 849-6891
-
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Counter -Generator.

from

driver with a
continuous poww.

$349.95.

Frequency measurement
equipment. Range: DC to
512 MC (with converters)

super power
er rating of 40

60 -watt input FM

mobile unit, 150-174 MC

-

-
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initial recorder sale, the maker said.

NEW PRODUCTS

The microphones come complete
with plugs to match most stereo
recorder inputs, so that the dealer
can sell the package "as is" to his

is of all weather fibre glass construction.

Impedance 16 it, re-

customer without fussing with connectors. Set $99.50. Turner.

13 in., overall length 19 in. Atlas
Sound.

TWIN STEREO MIKES

220

HAND TOOLS

300

This 16 -page catalog lists and

sponse 115-12,000 cps. Dispersion

120 x 60 deg, bell opening 23 x

.1( NEW LITERATURE

CAPACITORS

221

A special capacitor service deal,

the No. 150 V -V, is announced.
It consists of 150 dipped mylarde

Two matched cardioid dynamic
microphones, model 500, are announced. The package was specifically designed for sale to owners.
of high quality tape recorders and

IT

"60(/'

as an add-on item for the audio

for°41.r

dealer to suggest when making the

%it(

paper capacitors, 600 wvdc, in
thirty 5-pak transparent bags. Deal-

er net price of $24.95 reflects a
discount of more than 50% from
the list price of the capacitors and
includes a Vacu-Vise free-listing
at $6.95, according to the maker.
Arco.

describes a full line of tools-cutters, pliers and wrenches-for electronic technician and general use.
Diamond.
ALL-PURPOSE TRUCK

WIRE & CABLE

302

A 52 -page catalog details more
than 7,000 items available from
stock including two pages of coaxial
cable manufactured to military
specifications. Also illustrated are

many wire cable items, including
control and instrumentation cable,
flat ribbon cable, unshielded control
cable, and U.L. hook-up wire.
Alpha Wire.
TWO-WAY PRICE SCHEDULE

New coil cataioo and remanent owe
No.164

NO.

164

Covers the world's widest

line of IF and RF coils

for both service and
industrial requirements
Gives exact replacements
thqt

ttttt

for all known TV sets,
radios, car radios

axe wee tzsl
CA. I.00

301

A 16 -page, full -color catalogue
details a compact, all-purpose motor
truck. Six cab and body styles plus
four types of seat arrangements are
shown, including optional equipment items and attachments. International Harvester.

303

This list briefly describes a line
of CB equipment and accessories,
including user net prices. Antennas,
test equipment, mounting brackets
and rechargeable batteries are also
included.
Corp.

Pace

Communications

TRANSISTORIZED INVERTER

304

Specification sheet describes a

40-w continuous duty inverter for
operating 115 vac record players,
dictating machines, radios, tape recorders, electric razors, etc. in auto,

boat or camp from 12.6 v storage
battery. Merit.

111.111.3.C.

tato...s...aptrasto

J

/

lwwy, SNtf. M.

*4*

Provides prices, complete
specifications, more than
3000 new entries in Cross
Reference Section

MN (WIN

ILL.)!

far( f. hikD IA.flr Yaw

4.4144

For your free copy, see your local distributor, or request directly from 1.W. Miller Company.

STEREO TAPE RECORDER

CERAMIC CARTRIDGES

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
A5917 South Main Street

Los Angeles 3, California

305

A 4 -page brochure describes and
gives complete specifications on a
joy -stick controlled stereophonic
tape recorder which has three separate heads, digit counter and
automatic shutoff. Newcomb.
306

A 4 -page brochure lists and
describes three stereo ceramic cartridges which are said to offer new

safety features to protect records
and needles. Sonotone.

-
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. UNWANTED OSCILLATIONS

Continued from page 53

is bypass and decoupling capacitors
when confronted with unwanted oscillations. Missing tube shields can

cause no end of trouble. Careless
handling of lead dress, especially
in high frequency circuits, is a good

way to breed "dogs." High resistance RF ground connections on
shields and printed boards cause
trouble, too. A quick but precise
check of these items will quickly
«it

locate

about 90 percent

of the

troubles caused by feedback. So
there you have it. What approach
could be simpler?
But what about the other 10 per-

cent-the one case out of ten? You
follow fundamental troubleshooting

precedure-isolate the fault-locate
the feedback loop first. The loop
will usually consist of two or four
tubes and associated circuitry. It
is usually easy to determine the part

of the circuit picking up the signal

returned from later stages. This
area can be located easily in parallel

heater circuits by beginning at the

input and pulling tubes stage by
stage until the symptoms disappear.
After the pick-up stage has been

NEW PRICES from

QUIETROLE
driLlgs

QuiEIR.

the oldest, most
widely proved and
sold radio and TV
lubricant
LIST

tus*:.< a. moil

TV Tu n

0 oz. bottle
s with dropper
4 oz. bottle

$1.49
LIST

2 54
LIST

bottle(brush-n

4 t(31:fi

-c a p)

8 oz. bottle
6 _ozwItpti;aeyxteeannde-r

2.64
LIST

5 07
LIST

2.79
LIST

0 oz. spray can

- with extender

1.79

Quietrole is your guarantee of the

up the feedback. If the symptom
disappears, chances are good that it
is. Sometimes a cathode or plate
lead will be the offender. To locate
the pick-up stage in a series string
heater circuit, connect the capacitor

to the input of each stage-beginning near the input stage-until the
feedback symptom disappears.
Once the pick-up stage is located,

the "antenna" for the loop can be
eliminated. Simple repositioning of
grid leads may do the trick. Replacing them with shielded wire is
occasionally necessary. In pentodes
a poorly grounded suppressor grid

can cause some weird symptoms.
Remember also that an open screen
bypass can cause regeneration, but
an open cathode bypass causes degeneration.
The source of feedback is usually

inductive, but may very well be
capacitive or mechanical. Mechanical coupling creates only audio
symptoms. If the audio detector is

Starting at the input following the
detector stage, ground successive
points along the signal path. As
long as the point is within the loop,
the voltage at the detector will drop

sharply. The first point that does
not cause a voltage change at the
detector is probably just outside

- for more details circle 28 on post card

that has

usually be treated in a similar manner by using a detector probe.

When a scope is used here, the

wave -shape or voltage is not important. The thing to watch for

a change or lack of change in

the amplitude. When points inside

the loop are grounded through a
capacitor, the amplitude will de-

The application of circuit theory
and

well-known

troubleshooting

techniques can help control those
"dogs" caused by unwanted oscillations.

Color bar -dot generator
model 800
EXCLUSIVE PUSH BUTTON PANEL MAKES SEPERATE PATTERN
OR COLOR SELECTION EASIER AND FASTER,. CLEARLY MARKED

FOR ERROR FREE SELECTION STAND BY UNOFF PATTERN
SOUND CROSSHATCH - HORIZONTAL LINES VERTICAL LINES
DOT PATTERN - EIGHT DIFFERENT COLORS
CONVERGENCE IN 15 MINUTES - SIMPLE STEPS TO FOLLOW
FRONT PANEL JACKS ALLOWS EASY ACCESS OF VIDEO, SYNC

Once the point of radiation has
been pinpointed, leads can be rerouted or shielded. If the loop is
entirely audio, a scope connected
near the pick-up point can be used
to indicate the end of the loop in
much the same manner as measuring detector voltage. RF loops can

is

EXPERIENCE

EASY TO SET UP - COLOR CODED CLIP -ON CONNECTIONS

the loop.

tude.

Spartanburg, South Carolina

ON YOUR TV
PROBLEMS WITH
TEST EQUIPMENT

the loop, monitoring the
voltage at its output can offer clues.

Get Quietrole at quality jobbers.
Some territories still available
for experienced representation

QUIETROLE Company

CONVERGE

inside

crease markedly. Points outside the
loop have little effect on the ampli-

monulocrured by

- -

capacitor to determine if it is picking

most effective, quick silencer of
noisy radio and TV controls - the

quality product that Is a top value.

JUNE 1964

located, the input (grid of the tube
or base of a transistor) can be bypassed to ground through a 0.5 10

OR COLOR DEMODULATOR SIGNALS

VIDEO LEVEL CONTROL AND VIDEO OUTPUT JACK - PROVIDES
EITHER POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE VIDEO INFORMATION
COLOR GUN KILLER SWITCH ALLOWS EASY SELECTION OF ANY
COMBINATION OF 3 COLOR GUNS

OPERATES ON TRANSFORMER - ISOLATED 117 VOLTS 34.60

CYCLE AC
DEALER NET $239.95

5 -inch wide -band
high sensitivity oscilloscope

model CRO-3
DB FROM 20 CYCLES
WIDE BAND AMPLIFIER. FLAT WITHIN
TWO -RANGE VERTICAL DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY FROM 0.018
1

TO 4.5 MC

RMS VOLT -PER -INCH

HIGHLY STABLE AMPLIFIER CIRCUITS NO BALANCING REQUIRED
POSITIVE OR NEGATIVE INTERNAL HORIZONTAL SYNC
LINEAR SAWTOOTH SWEEP OSCILLATOR. 20 CYCLES THROUGH

SO KC

INPUT CALIBRATING VOLTAGE, 10 VOLTS PEAK TO PEAK
VERTICAL POLARITY REVERSAL

HORIZONTAL SWEEP EXPANSION
RETURN TRACE BLANKING
EXTERNAL OR INTERNAL 60 -CYCLE
Z-AXIS MODULATION
DIRECT CONNECTIONS TO DEFLECTION PLATES WHEN REQUIRED
DEALER NET $234.95
ACCESSORY PROBES FOR THE JACKSON CR0.3

$19.95

LC21P LOW CAPACITY PROBE
LC10-P HIGH VOLTAGE LOW CAPACITY PROBE
DFMP DEMODULATION PROBE

7.95

9.95

Jackson Electrical
Instrument Co.

124 McDonough St./ Dsyton,Ohio

- for more details circle 22 on post card
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SYNC ON BUSINESS

Inverters are in season now and every TV shop
should stock a few. Not only campers and sportsmen
but businessmen as well can find use for 115 vac in
their car. Carry some literature and at least one unit
with you on house calls.

Skilled TV -radio technicians earned from $100
to $115 a week in 1962, according to limited information obtained by the U. S. Department of Labor. Some
technicians earned as much as $150 a week, however.
Starting pay was about $65 to $75 a week the report

opportunity to cash in on color set sales. Many consumers are only waiting for more programing to buy
color TV sets.
S.

Ultrasonic cleaners are becoming more practical
for TV shops as prices decrease and small -unit capabilities increase. Fighting the dust and dirt in a tuner

or PC board may soon be a thing of the past when
technicians just drop entire units-maybe even whole
TV sets-into an ultrasonic cleaning tank.

said.

Traffic accidents in the U. S. took a record 42,700

No bites, no fish, may be one of the complaints
you'll be getting soon. The latest gadget to help catch
fish uses a transistor transmitter unit which is kept in
the boat and is connected to a submerged transducer
that lights up and emits low -frequency sounds which
is called TR-Sonic
Fish Call.

lives in 1963 as motorists raced helter-skelter down
the nation's highways. More than 3,460,000 were injured. The death toll topped the nearly 40,000 persons
killed in 1941-a record high which stood for twenty
years-and even surpassed the new record of 40,500
deaths established in 1962. Men and women under
age 25 had the worst record of any age group. Of
the 42,700 persons who lost their lives, 34,700 died
in accidents caused by driver error and traffic law
violations.

Test equipment can be purchased anytime but you
may find it more profitable to buy now. Many distributors who are preparing to stock equipment manufac-

turers' new lines are now in a mood to offer regular
customers more liberal discounts on last year's items.

11V
Retractable phono cartridges are being added to
manufacturers' lines this summer and fall. In most
cases a few basic types can be installed in almost any
tone arm in a few minutes. This should be an easy
item to push on service calls since it is an almost
guaranteed record saver.

Poison Ivy can be almost crippling, as anyone
who has had it can tell you. And servicing TV sets
might be almost impossible with it. Although the high-

est incidence of poison appears in the spring, it can
be contracted at anytime. Just because you've never
had it does not mean you won't get it. If you're planning an outdoor vacation or a jaunt in the woods,
you may find "Poison Ivy, Poison Oak and Poison
Sumac," a 15¢ booklet issued by the Superintendent
of Documents, Washington, 25, D. C., a good investment. And while you're at it, "Camping," a 20¢
booklet from the same source, describes some of the

ctt

See -as -you talk telephone service was recently
demonstrated by the Bell Telephone Laboratories. A
circuit is set up between the New York World's Fair

outstanding attractions which can be seen and enjoyed
on national forests and grasslands.

CBS color programing will be heavier this fall
according to a network official. Although not planning
a regular color schedule, it is understood the network
will offer more specials than in the past. Here's another
78

and Disneyland in Anaheim, California. To make a
Picturephone call, the caller sits about three feet from
the set's screen.
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN
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Sensational
Performance!

. TUNNEL DIODES
Continued from page 65

.

the cathode of TD2 in the next

r-

New

stage to switch it to the high -voltage
state.

If the first stage is in the low -

Winegale
Dealer of the month

voltage state, a positive -going pulse
is allowed to pass via the backward

small size!

diode, D2, and capacitor C2 to the
monostable circuit. This positive
pulse triggers the tunnel diode to
the high -voltage state. The resulting positive voltage pulse is amplified and inverted by the transformer

Hand wired
modular
construction!

and passed to the anode of TD2
in the next stage to switch it to the

No. 18 of a Series

Gene Sund says: "Our experience with Winegard antennas has been spectacular
since we purchased our first
one in 1953."

low -voltage state.
If the required triggering voltages

are to be small, it is desirable to
have R3 and R4 as small as possible. With the 1.5-v supply used,
a potential divider circuit, R1 and
R2, must be used. By making R2

variable a convenient method of
adjusting the bias points of the
tunnel diode is obtained.
suggested list
$169.50

.

.

. METER RELAYS

Continued from page 67

Get on the profit line with the
"hottest" CB going -the new
Hallmark 1250!
Hand wired top performance
and reliability in a size so

compact (only 4"x61/4"x10") it
fits any vehicle. Built like a 15
watt unit, the new full wave
silicon bridge easily provides

the power for maximum output

and modulation. A dual powered,

12 channel, crystal -con-

trolled unit, the 1250 has
0.3 ,av sensitivity and 45 db
selectivity. Other features
include electronic switching,
ferrite speaker and sturdy snaps
for easy access to crystal sockets and chassis.
SPECIAL OPTION! Model 1250 X
- with plug-in transistorized

power supply! $189.50, suggested list.

Write for information on
the complete Hallmark line!
Hallmark 512. 12 channel CB.
Hallmark 3000. FCC type accepted

30 watt transceiver for business
service.

Winegard salutes

range. It provides faster control Sund Television & Radio Co., Los
action than is possible with auto- Gatos, California and their dismatic interrupters because it elim- tributor, Peninsula Electronic

inates

the

delay

inherent

with

Supply, Inc., San Jose, Calif.

periodic locking and unlocking of

a meter relay while
sampled.

a signal is Gene Sund has been building up busiIts corrective action is ness in Los Gatos since 1948 and has

steady instead of pulsing.
The circuit includes two meterrelays-one a double contact model,

just celebrated by moving into his
own new 5000 sq. ft. store where he'll

be offering the most extensive and
up-to-date products and services to

adjusted for both high and low his customers.

error, the other a single -contact Mr. Sund has shown his absolute conmodel on which a control point can fidence in Winegard by installing a

be preset anywhere between the complete Winegard system, using
high and low limits of the other both TV and FM antennas to supply
150 outlets throughout the entire
meter relay.
building.
"With this Winegard sysIn operation, when a signal rises
says Mr. Sund, "We are able
or drops to either of the limits on tem"
to run all sets with exceptional signal
the double -contact meter, a relay strength on our 5 best channels, and
is tripped and action is initiated to these signals must cross 50 to 70 miles
return the signal to the point de- of mountainous terrain."
sired. When this point (set on the This confidence in Winegard antensingle contact meter) is reached, nas started back in 1953, when Mr.
another relay is tripped, causing the Sund installed his first one on a local

first relay to unlock and stop the hotel located deep in a canyon. "It
was the first good reception this hotel
original corrective action.
ever had ... quite a feat for this rug-

The single -contact model can be ged location." In addition, Mr. Sund
adjusted to "coast" the signal back lauded Winegard Colortrons' excepPower Supply. Transistorized
to the control point. This feature tional back to front ratio that keeps
plug-in to replace vibrator power
supply.
tends to prevent overshoot while out ghosts in the most difficult areas.
the signal is being corrected.
A single load relay can be used
for both high and low limits on a
Systems
Antenna
HALLMARK INSTRUMENTS double -contact meter relay, and it
D3019 -F Kirkwood Burlington, Iowa
can be made self -releasing.
2620 Freewood Dr. P. 0. 10941 Dallas 20, Texas FL 7-0184
Transceiver Tester. Battery

ered, crystal -controlled signal

powgen-

erator.

Winegard Co.

- -
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broadcast equipment to provide on -the -spot coverage

of outdoor news and sports events. The camera is
made by Cohu Electronics, Inc., Kin Tel Division.
Zenith Earnings Up

Profits of Zenith Radio Corporation for three
months ended March 31, 1964 amounted to $5,845,000, or 63¢ per share after estimated provision for
Federal income taxes of $6,078,000. This represented
a 15% increase over the record first quarter earnings
reported in 1963 of $5,063,000, or 56¢ per share on
the shares then outstanding. Sales of $102,663,000,

FUSETRON

an all-time high for any quarter, were 11% above
the previous record of $92,267,000 set in the first
quarter of 1963, and marked the first time in the

dual -element Fuses

Company's history that quarterly sales had exceeded
one hundred million dollars. Color television contributed significantly to Zenith's record first quarter
sales volume. Distributor sales to dealers of Zenith
color television receivers during the first quarter were
approximately double the year earlier.

lime

delay type

"Slow blowing" fuses that prevent needless
outrages by not opening on motor starting currents or other harmless overloads-yet provide
safe protection against short-circuits or danger-

4
Is

`Rubber Necking' Automated

Greyhound At The World's Fair, Inc., has selected

United Data Control to supply their "Travel -Talk"

ous overloads.

automatic announcing equipment for use in the public
transportation vehicles at the New York World's Fair,
according to Sam Gilman, President of UDC. United
Data Control supplies recording and reproducing equipment to the airlines, and has installed automatic an-

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB

lir.n
IIIIItCo.,

BUSSMANN MFG. DIV

raw

St. Louis, Mo.

63107

nouncing systems in some of the major airport ter -

BUSS: 1914-1964, Fifty years
NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY

of Pioneering....

New! BUSS

SPACE SAVER

PANEL MOUNTED FUSEHOLDER

Channel Master Motion Overruled

On April 9, 1964, Judge Frank A. Hooper overruled a Motion of Channel Master Corporation to strike
the demand of Kay -Townes Antenna Company for a

Qr

Jury Trial with respect to the allegations of Kay Townes' Counterclaim in patent litigation between
Channel Master Corporation and Kay -Townes Antenna Company.
CATV Survey

A sur zy of the National Community Television
Association indicates that 93 CATV systems located
in 32 states receive the signals of 33 educational television stations located in 24 states and the District of
Columbia; serve 156,172 students in 418 elementary,
junior and senior high schools and 17 institutions of
higher learning located in 170 separate communities.
The 33 ETV stations received by CATV systems rep-

resent 76% of the ETV stations which operate in
areas where CATV systems are located, the report said.
`Tote' Camera

A 3 -in. diameter portable television camera weighing just 41/2 lb, has been adapted for use with standard

Actual Size
Only 15/8 inches long .

Extends just 29/32 inch
behind front of panel

Fuseholder takes 1/4 x 114 inch fuses. Converts to
9/32 x 11/4 inch fuses simply by changing screw type

knob. Holder is rated at 30 ampere for any voltage
up to 250.
Also available in military type which meets all
requirements of MIL -F -19207A.

ANININMENliek

MOO

ompierNmengtimmtewsonco.. St. Louis 7. Mo
-
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Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFH-10
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partments ready for cooking. The control unit at the
heart of AMFare System is known as ORBIS-"Ordering and Billing System"-an electronic console ordering device which prints a check at the order assembly
area, computes totals and sales taxes, delivers the
check for each order to the assembly point, and activates the menu producing machines.
Electronics Merit Badge

Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the board of the

National Broadcasting Company, honored 32 Boy
Scouts of New Jersey and New York who are the
first to qualify for the new Boy Scout merit badge in
Electronics. One of the first to qualify is Kipp Heacock,

of 38 Wittmer Court, Princeton, New Jersey.

BUSS

Rectangular Color CRT

The Radio Corporation of America Television
Picture Tube Division is demonstrating its new 25 -in.,
90 -deg rectangular color TV tube to set manufacturers.

quick -acting Fuses

Sylvania Sales

Up

Sylvania Electric Products Inc. announced that
its television factory sales for the first quarter were

"Fast Acting" fuses for protection of sensitive

instruments or delicate apparatus;-or normal
acting fuses for protection where circuit is not

20 percent ahead of the same period of 1963 and
was its best first quarter for TV sales since 1959.

subject to starting currents or surges.

Sylvania is a subsidiary of General Telephone & Elec-

tronics Corporation. Robert J. Theis, President, Sylvania Home & Commercial Electronics Corp., a market-

Write for BUSS
Bulletin SFB

SSMANN MFG. DIVISON, McGraw -Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo.

ing subsidiary of the company, attributed the sales
63107

increase to continued improvement in Sylvania's distribution pattern.

_

... New Developments in Electrical Protection
minals. All transportation at the Fair will be provided
by Greyhound At The World's Fair, and the "Travel Talk" equipment will be aboard their specially -constructed grand sight-seeing tour busses and glide -a -ride
segment tours. The "Travel -Talk" announcing system

is operated by the driver from a remote control unit
in the cab and is completely automatic in operation,
requiring only push-button action to play the selected

Save Assembly Time with
Quick -Connect Terminals on
BUSS Fuseholders

announcement.
Automated Kitchen

A system for automating the ordering, billing and
preparing of food in "limited menu" restaurants was
disclosed today by American Machine & Foundry Company. According to Carter L. Burgess, AMF chairman,
the new automation development known as the AMF-

are System will

fill

Eliminates soldering. Permits
use of pre -assembled harness.
Reduces assembly time.

11

needs in the growing roadside

"drive-in" restaurant industry for methods to guarantee

(1) food preparation of high quality and uniformity,
(2) food savings, (3) inventory and dollar control.
He said that the system should also accelerate the industry's expansion at a rate now restricted by shortage
and retention of qualified labor. Capable of preparing

1310-em_ (U

and serving a complete meal in four minutes, the

AMFare System has been designed initially to make
and dispense the six principal groups of food and drink

items of the "limited menu" industry including: (1).
Hamburgers. (2). Fried entrees (chicken, shrimp,
fish). (3). French -fried potatoes. (4) Hot dogs. (5).
Milk shakes. (6). Mixed carbonated drinks. Fresh
foods and meat are dispensed from refrigerated corn - -
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IF YOU CHANGE YOUR

All Types T.V. Tuners Cleaned, Repaired and Aligned to Factory Specifications. Same day in shop
service on most Tuners. Price Includes Minor Parts, Major Parts at Cost Price. We use Original
Parts if possible. State Make Model and Enclose all Parts and Tubes. Pack Well and Insure.

ADDRESS
Notify us at
East First Street, Duluth
2, Minn. Please include the address label
1

from a recent issue and allow 6 weeks

ALSO HAVE LARGE STOCK OF EXCHANGE TUNERS, WRITE FOR TYPES AND PRICES.

for the change.
- -
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Keep Your Copies of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN
This

In

Attractive

Binder

For Quick Easy Reference
durable, attractive hard cover
binder makes a handsome addition
This

to your book shelf and lets you
refer past issues of ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN, quickly and easily.
Note these outstanding features:.

WITH THE NEW

SCHEMATIC LEAP

TV Service Men have wanted these Complete Schematic

Long -wearing, leather -like cover
and back
Attractive gold leaf embosses
Handles like a book, just open

cover turn to any page, any issue

Charts to increase their production for years Over 100 Schematic Drawings of all the latest popular models from Admiral

Magazines held firm, kept neat
and clean

to Zenith Printed on big 10'' x 12" easy to read cards.

MAIL

Ho!ds a full two year's copses

Schematic drawing on one side - Tube chart and board layout
reverse side Begin now to build your year to year Schematic

THIS

Binders come with a money back

COUPON
TODAY

guarantee

This handsome book binder is especially designed to help you
keep your copies of ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN handy for the
fast, reference. To order just fill out the coupon below and mail

only 5995 for complete set
WE PAY POSTAGE

to.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE IF NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED

-

-

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, Reader Service Dept., Ojibway Building

'.A, BANK or memo. UOTISBALF ARIZONA

Duluth, Minnesota 55802

USE THIS COUPON TO ORDER NOW!

SCHEMATIC LIBRARY
Poct Ca,. 13, 1272

Scottsdale. Anyone
oremorecs 'wawa.

szoosoc, rar Honor

Plea, send me

Please send me

sets SCHEMATIC CHARTS at $9.95 each
BOER A 5E1 'OR

ACM SE, iOf

* Sorry. No. CO D. or Charges

book binders at $4.95 each

enclose $

I

Name

MONEY ORDER

Address
City
ZONE

I

-

82

-

Zone

State

STATE.
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understand that these are fully guaranteed and if

satisfied

I

I am not
can return the binder and have my money refunded.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

is

I

MALLORY

Tips for Technicians
Mallory Distributor Products Company
P.O. Box 1558, Indianapolis 6, Indiana
a division of P. R. Mallory ct Co. Inc.

Why Mallory Mercury Batteries
work better in transistor radios
There are a lot of good reasons why more and more
people are using mercury batteries in their transistor
radios. And the reasons boil down to this-they're a
better value, and they give better performance.
To get a comparison between mercury batteries and
ordinary zinc -carbon batteries, let's look at a typical
transistor radio. This radio uses size "AA" penlight
batteries and has a current drain of 15 milliamperes.

The Mallory Mercury Battery is the ZM9 and the zinc carbon type would be the NEDA type 815. The ZM9
retails for 750 versus 200 for the 815. Got the picture?
Here's where the fun begins. The ZM9 will operate the
radio for 165 hours versus only 35 hours for the zinc -

carbon battery. This means that for one penny you'll

SERVICE LIFE: 11/2 VOLT PENLIGHT CELLS

get 2.2 hours of listening pleasure using the ZM9 versus
1.75 hours for the zinc -carbon battery. In other words,

it costs you 0.57 cents per hour to use the zinc -carbon
compared to only 0.45 cents for the mercury battery.
We're not through yet. Let's get back to listening
pleasure. The mercury battery has essentially a flat discharge curve. This means that it presents a more constant voltage to the transistors. Result : you don't have
to keep turning the volume control up while you're listening AND the radio sounds better because there's
far less distortion.
Had enough? There's one more important point. Suppose you put the batteries in the radio and use it only
slightly. Those 200 zinc -carbon batteries go "dead"
in a few months whether you use them or not. But the
mercury batteries can be stored 2 to 3 years and still
deliver dependable power. Plus the fact that Mallory
Mercury Batteries are guaranteed* against leakage in
your transistor radio.
We've used this "Tip" to illustrate the superiority of
Mallory Mercury Batteries in transistor radios. But
this superiority extends to thousands of other applica-
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STORAGE: YEARS
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tions. So whether you're building test equipment, heart pacers, or satellites, see your Mallory Distributor. He
has a Mallory Mercury Battery that will do exactly the
job you want done.
*We guarantee to repair the radio and replace the batteries, free of charge, if
Mallory Mercury Batteries should ever leak and damage a radio set. Send radio
with batteries to Mallory Battery Company, Tarrytown, New York.
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RCA Guards Against Callbacks 26 Ways
Under the watchful eyes of trained inspectors, RCA Silverama® Picture Tubes are
carefully scrutinized for screen quality and focus.
All Silverama replacement picture tubes as well as those destined for original equipment undergo a battery of 26 automated tests. These include: warm-up, emission,
gas, leakage, electron -gun performance, and other critical factors that can spell the
difference between long-term performance or costly callback. Tubes failing a single
test are automatically tagged and rejected. In addition to automatic testing, every
tube lot leaving the RCA plant has been sampled by Quality Control.
Nothing is left to chance; part by part, inside and out, from base to faceplate the
quality of each tube has been carefully controlled and assured prior to assembly.
Even the Silverama envelope is carefully inspected prior to re -use, and is internally
scrubbed, buffed, and restored to the peak of its optical capabilities Result: a superior picture tube, an RCA Silverama. Make it your next installation choice.
RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND DEVICES, HARRISON, N. J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics

CARRY EACH SILVERAMA FACTORY -FRESH
INTO YOUR CUSTOMER'S HOME. New Foam -

Lined RCA Picture Tube Tote Bag makes
scratched, marked, or scuffed faceplates a

thing of the past. Makes carrying both easier
and safer. Two sizes: one for 16" to 19" tubes,
one for 20" to 24" tubes.
SEE YOUR AtUTHORIZED RCA PICTURE TUBE
DISTRIBUTOR FOR DETAILS

